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Chapterr 1
Statisticall Process Control
1.11

Introduction

Nowadayss it is well established that quality of a product, process or
servicee plays a key role in industry. A commonly used definition of
qualityy is: Quality is the degree to which the totality of characteristics
off a product, process or service satisfies stated needs arising from the
intendedd usage (cf. Does, Roes and Trip (1999)). Since this concept
iss relative, it has to be translated into measurable quantities. Qualityy varies for products and processes as well as for services. This immediatelyy gives rise to the concept of variation. Montgomery (1997)
summarizedd the relation between "quality" and "variation" as follows:
"Qualityy is inverse proportional to variability". Quality management
playss an important role in production processes, and it involves identifying,, characterizing, quantifying, controlling and reducing variation.
Hence,, variation forms the actual link between statistics and quality
management.. Management of variation requires more than the applicationn of statistical methods and techniques, it requires the understandingg of statistical thinking. According to Snee (1990) statistical thinking
formss the basis of the quality improvement, which is a fundamental
elementt of Total Quality Management (TQM). In practice this means
thatt statistical thinking (Hare, Hoerl, Hromi and Snee, 1995):
Puts strong emphasis on the processes instead of on the resulting
productss or services;
77
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Pays a lot of attention to the definition, control and reduction of
variation; ;
Deals with problems on the basis of data.

Statisticall Process Control (SPC) is an important application of
statisticall thinking in companies. It is very important to understand
thatt SPC is much more than the application of statistical methods
andd techniques. It is a philosophy based on statistical thinking which
drasticallyy influences operations management (cf. Does, Roes and Trip
(1999)).. The core point of SPC is that it is process-oriented instead of
product-oriented.. In a production process controlled with SPC every
stagee of this production process is evaluated continuously, and in this
wayy there is no need for final inspection. A major objective of SPC is to
detectt if a process step does not function normally, and to quickly take
actionn to bring back the process in control. In some sectors of industry,
productionn of items would be impossible without SPC. It is hard to
imaginee that integrated circuits (ICs) could be mass produced without
ann operations management based on SPC. Up to date books on Statisticall Process Control incorporating more advanced methods based on
practicee are Ryan (1989), Wheeler (1995), Montgomery (1997), Quesenberryy (1997), and Does, Roes and Trip (1999).
Inn 1924 Walter A. Shewhart developed the most important statisticall tool in SPC: the control chart. Some years later he published
thee first classical book on SPC, entitled "Economic control of quality
off manufactured product" (Shewhart, 1931). This book can be consideredd to be the beginning of industrial statistics. Shewhart worked for 18
monthss at Western Electric, the manufacturing division of Bell Laboratories,, in Chicago. Western Electric was a company which had become
specializedd in the telephone market. Their slogan was "as alike as two
telephones".. However, they observed that two telephones alike were
difficultt to obtain, and the harder they tried to realize this goal, the
worsee the results were. Shewhart was delegated to find a form "which
mightt be modified from time to time, in order to give at a glance the
greatestt amount of accurate information". Shewhart discovered that
thee core problem of reducing the variation at Western Electric was to
distinguishh clearly between two types of variation. According to Nolan
andd Provost (1990) these two types of variation are discerned by their
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respectivee causes, namely:
Commonn causes: Causes which are inherent to the process hour by
hour,, day by day, and which influence everything and everybody workingg in the process.
Speciall causes: Causes which are not continuously present in the processs or which do not influence everybody, but which arise from specific
circumstances. .
Thiss means that if variation due to common causes occurs, then no
interventionn should be taken, but if variation due to special causes is
presentt then intervention is necessary.
Thee acceptance of SPC has had its ups and downs. During the Secondd World War SPC was implemented on a large scale in the United
Statess in the weapon industry. Ishikawa (1985), one of the most prominentt quality gurus from Japan, has stated that it is possible to speculate
thatt the Second World War was won by the Allies because of their high
qualityy weapons.
However,, after the Second World War SPC was not immediately
appliedd to the consumer industry. The only country able to manufacture
goodss at that time was the USA. In general, it was thought that it was
possiblee to sell all goods produced. Quality was made subordinate to
quantity.. The same phenomenon was seen in Western Europe, where
thee recovering industry did not realize that SPC was the perfect method
too improve quality.
However,, in contrast to the USA and Europe, Japan used SPC.
Afterr the war in 1950, W. Edwards Deming, a disciple of Shewhart,
wass invited to act as consultant for Japanese industry as part of the
Americann help program (cf. Deming (1986)).
Onlyy in the 1980's did people in the West become aware of the
importancee of Deming's approach for satisfying customers, employees
andd shareholders.

1.22

Control Charts

Thee control chart is an outstanding instrument to facilitate process
control.. It consists of a graph with time on the horizontal axis and
aa quality characteristic (individual measurements or statistics such as

11 Statistical Process Control
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Figuree 1.1: Example of a Shewhart control chart with central line and
controll limits.
meann or range) on the vertical axis. The chart is usually constructed
usingg 20 to 30 initial samples of about 5 items, which in general are
supposedd to arise from pure random sampling. This ensures that only
randomm effects are responsible for the observed variation.
Thee control limits provide the first easy checks on the stability of
thee process, i.e. no special causes present. Figure 1.1 shows an example
off a control chart.
Heree CL is the central line, LCL the Lower Control Limit and UCL
thee Upper Control Limit. These control limits are calculated from the
dataa and are essentially different from the specification limits. If a signal
onn the chart occurs, namely if a point is above UCL or below LCL, then
itt is supposed that a special cause is present. If no signal occurs, then
wee say that the process is in control. In this case the variation is due to
commonn causes. When the process is in control, the observations are
assumedd to be independent and identically distributed.
Estimationn of the control limits is based on the observations ob-

1.21.2
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tainedd in the so-called Phase 1, in which the data are collected from the
productionn process and parameters are estimated to obtain the controll limits (cf. Woodall and Montgomery (1999)). In this thesis, we
considerr the monitoring phase which is called Phase 2 usually. Woodall
andd Montgomery (1999) note that in most evaluations and comparisons
off performance of control charts in Phase 2, it is assumed that the incontroll parameters are known, but that is not the case in practice. A
treatmentt of statistical aspects of control charts in this typical textbook
situationn was given by Does and Schriever (1992).
Manyy different types of control charts have been defined in literature.
Sanigaa and Shirland (1977) have found out that between the companies
usingg control charts 71 percent were using X charts. Hence the X chart
iss the most often used control chart, and this is the reason why we will
focuss on this type of control charts. A special cause for the X chart is
thee situation of sample size 1.
Thee corresponding control charts for individual measurements are
alsoo very important. In practice, situations arise frequently that require
aa charting procedure for individual measurements. Some examples are
thee following:
Due to high costs of measuring, measurements become available
onlyy infrequently, so that the process needs to be evaluated after
eachh observation.
If systematic effects are present within subgroups, the standard
methodd to establish control limits is not appropriate. Alternatively,, the subgroup characteristic may be treated as an individual
measurement. .
Chartingg of individual observations has received extensive attention
inn literature. In Roes, Does and Schurink (1993) statistical aspects of
chartss of individual observations have been studied.
Thee mathematical model of control charts for individual measurementss can be defined as follows. In the situation of Phase 1, k initial
measurementss X x , X2,
, Xk form the training sample on which controll chart limits are based. Denote by F the distribution function of
thee measurement value Xt (t = 1,2,
, k) when the process is in control.. Usually, the distribution function F is estimated from the initial

11 Statistical Process Control
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trainingg sample. In fact, when we apply the above Shewhart control
chartt in Phase 2, we are testing after each new observation the hypothesiss that the distribution is still F against the alternative hypothesis
thatt it has shifted towards F(- — 6) for some 6. This means that the
nulll hypothesis HQ : 9 = 0 is tested repeatedly against the alternative
hypothesiss Hi : 0 ^ 0.
Inn practice, the underlying distribution function is assumed to be
normal.. In this case the traditional Shewhart control chart has control
limitss defined by (when the process is in control)
UCLUCL = /z +

«TS-^I

- |),

(1.2.1)

and d
LCLL = ^ + ^ - 1 ( f ) ,

(1.2.2)

wheree $ _ 1 is the standard normal quantile function, /i is the mean
andd a is the standard deviation of the normal distribution function
F.F. Typically, ji and a are unknown, and they can be estimated via
thee sample Xi, X2, - , Xk of independently and identically distributed
randomm variables with distribution function $((x — y)l<j)- Classical
estimatorss of fi and a are the sample mean X^ — 2 t = i ^ A a n ( ^ * n e
samplee standard deviation Sk = yYli=i ( ^ "~ -^fc) / ( ^ — -0However,, there has been always some concern about the normality
assumption.. The argument that the Central Limit Theorem justifies
thee assumption of normality for the X chart, does not help in our
casee of individual measurements. Hence, the normality assumption is
questionablee and it makes sense to study alternatives.

1.33

Control charts for nonnormal distributions s

Alternativelyy to control charts based on normality, some authors proposedd control charts based on other parametric distributions. Ferrell
(1958)) defined a control chart based on a lognormal distribution. Nelsonn (1979) obtained control limits for median, range scale and location
scalee for the Weibull distribution. However, these parametric control
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chartss have the same disadvantage as the charts based on the normal
distributionn because they rely heavily on the assumed distribution function.. Bai and Choi (1995) proposed control charts for skewed distributions.. If the underlying distribution is nonnormal, then nonparametric
controll charts are more flexible. In literature various nonparametric
controll charts have been proposed. Alloway and Raghavachary (1991)
andd later Pappanastos and Adams (1996) proposed control charts for
locationn based on the Hodges-Lehmann estimator. Amin, Reynolds and
Bakirr (1995) presented control charts for the process mean and process
variabilityy based on the sign statistics.
Bajgierr (1992), Seppala et al. (1995) and Liu and Tang (1996)
developedd control charts based on the bootstrap method. Jones and
Woodalll (1998) conducted a simulation experiment to compare the Bajgierr (1992) and Liu and Tang (1996) methods. They conclude that
iff the average time to detect an out of control signal should be kept
predictable,, then one has to use these control charts with caution.
AA review of nonparametric approaches to control charting can be
foundd in Chakraborti, Van der Laan and Bakir (1999).
Itt may be noticed also that there is a strong relation between the
Shewhartt control chart and the change point problem. It has a retrospectivee and a sequential version. In the retrospective change-point
problemm one has to determine at which point 1 < r < k a change occurredd given k observations Xx,..., Xk. In a parametric setup this has
beenn considered by Hinkley (1970), Yao (1987) and Siegmund (1988).
Nonparametricc methods within a Bayesian framework have been developedd by Bhattacharya and Johnson (1968) and Sen and Srivastava
(1975).. Antoch and Huskova (1998) determined the limit distribution
off change point estimators for both a parametric and a nonparametric
setup. .
Inn the sequential version of the problem one has a process that yields
aa sequence Xi, X2,... and after the k-th observation one wants to find
outt if a change in the distribution of these variables has occurred. As
describedd above, in this thesis we will study the sequential version of the
problemm with Xi, X 2 , . . . , Xk viewed as a training sample, considering
thee performance only for the next observation X = Xk+i.

11 Statistical Process Control
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Capability indices

Theree is a big difference between control limits and specification limits.
Evenn if the process is in control it can produce non-conforming items
(itemss outside the specification limits). Hence the capability of the
processs should be studied. In general capability indices start with welldefinedd specification limits, namely a lower specification limit (LSL) and
ann upper specification limit (USL). Usually, the quality characteristic
hass to be above LSL and below USL.
Inn practice, the customer sets the specification limits in order to
guaranteee a certain quality from the supplier. Apart from the specifications,, the customer also indicates the target value T, which represents
hiss preferred value. Note that not always the target value is the exact
middlee between the lower and upper specification limits.
Inn order to see whether the specifications are met process capability
indicess may be calculated. The first capability index Cp was introduced
byy Juran, Gyrna and Bingham (1974), and is defined by
CpCp^_SL_LSL^^_SL_LSL^

wheree a is the process standard deviation. The traditional index Cp
hass the disadvantage that it does not take into account the mean of the
process.. For this reason, Sullivan (1984, 1985) defined the index Cpk by
CCpkpk = mm{CpL,CpU},

(1.4.4)

withh CpL = (fi- LSL)/{3a) and CpU = (USL - fi)/(Sa). It may be
seenn that these indices quantify the ratio of tolerance width and process
inherentt variation.
Kanee (1986) has studied the statistical properties of these indices
andd their application.
Itt may be noted that the calculation of the indices Cp and Cpk is
nott difficult, but the interpretation can be very hard. Three important
reasonss will be given here:
1.. Cp and Cpk have no predictive value at all when the process is not
inn control.

1.51.5 Outline of the thesis
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2.. The relation of Cp and Cpk to the percentage of non-conforming
itemss is based on the underlying probability distribution. However,, very often it is assumed that the distribution function is
normall which is not the case in general.
3.. The meaning of Cp and Cpk is not clear when the distribution of
thee measurements is skewed.
Moreoverr it is clear that describing a process with only one or two values
mightt be too simple. For these reasons, some researchers believe that
thee indices should not be used at all or at least very carefully.
Gunterr (1989), Pearn, Kotz and Johnson (1992), Franklin and Wassermann (1992), Pignatiello Jr. and Ramberg (1993) and Kaminsky, Dovich
andd Burke (1998) criticize the usual thoughtless application of capabilityy indices. We agree with them and as alternative we propose to calculatee several numbers that, used together, describe the process capability
inn a practical way.

1.55

Outline of the thesis

Inn Chapter 2 we consider the nonparametric situation for individual
measurementss in which the underlying distribution function, denoted
byy F, is assumed to be strongly unimodal, but otherwise unknown. A
stronglyy unimodal distribution function F has a continuous density ƒ
withh log ƒ concave. One of the theorems in this chapter (Theorem 2.2.1)
shows,, using arguments based on the Neyman-Pearson lemma, that the
classs of strongly unimodal distributions is a natural class to study for
thee Shewhart control chart.
However,, this class is too restrictive from a practical point of view.
Wee will consider in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 unimodal distribution functionss F. A unimodal distribution has an increasing-decreasing density.
Sincee the logarithm of a strongly unimodal density is concave, it is
alsoo increasing-decreasing. Hence, a strongly unimodal distribution is
unimodal.. The converse does not always hold. For example, the normal,, Laplace and logistic distributions are strongly unimodal, but the
Cauchyy distribution is not, although it is unimodal.

16 6
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Thiss thesis contains four papers of my own work, which have been
writtenn since I started my Ph.D research at the University of Amsterdamm in 1997.
Chapterr 2 is based on the paper entitled " Nonparametric Shewhart
Controll Charts" and written with Chris A.J. Klaassen. A one-sided Shewhartt control chart is studied. Consider a training sample Xi, X 2 ,
, Xk
off independent random variables having an unknown strongly unimodal
distributionn F. This sample is used to estimate the upper control limit
off a one-sided Shewhart control chart. We test if the random variable
X,, which is independent of the training sample, has the same distributionn function F or the distribution F(- — 0) with a positive shift in
locationn 6. Finite sample optimally is proved and first order asymptotic
optimalityy of the error probabilities is derived.
Chapterr 3 is based on the paper entitled "A Comparison of Shewhart
Controll Charts based on Normality, Nonparametrics, and ExtremeValuee Theory" and written with Ronald J.M.M. Does and Chris A.J.
Klaassen.. In this chapter several control charts for individual observationss are compared. The traditional ones are the well-known Shewhart
controll charts with estimators for the spread based on the sample standardd deviation and the average of the moving ranges. The alternatives
aree nonparametric control charts, based on empirical quantiles (which
aree related to the bootstrap method), and some new control charts
basedd on kernel estimators, and extreme-value theory. The use of all
presentedd control charts is shown by a practical example, and their performancee is studied by simulation. It turns out that most alternative
controll charts are not only robust against distributional assumptions
butt also reasonably good under the normality assumption. It will be
seenn that the performance of our Alternative Empirical Quantile control
chartt is excellent for all distributions considered.
Chapterr 4 is devoted to the technical report " Sharp Chebyshev-Type
Inequalities"" which is joint work with Chris A.J. Klaassen. As in the
previouss chapters, consider a training sample Xi,X 2 , *
,Xfc used to
estimatee the lower control limit (LCL) and upper control limit (UCL)
off a Shewhart control chart. We will study, asymptotically, the probabilityy that a new random variable X, independent of this training
sample,, is lower than LCL or higher than UCL. Chebyshev's inequal-

1.51.5 Outline of the thesis
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ityy provides an upper bound for this probability under the special case
off UCL = -LCL.
However, in practice this condition does not alwayss hold. For this reason we have calculated an upper bound on this
probabilityy over four different classes of distributions, namely arbitrary,
symmetric,, unimodal and symmetric unimodal distributions.
Chapterr 5 consists of the paper entitled "Capability Indices and the
Proportionn of Nonconforming items" and written with Edwin R. van
denn Heuvel. First a short overview of capability indices is presented.
Chapterr 4 gives an upper bound of the proportion nonconforming items
forr unimodal distributions and one-sided specification limits. We will
determinee the real proportion nonconforming items for different choices
off parametric distributions, such as the normal, gamma, chi-square,
Student'ss t, exponential, logistic, lognormal and Weibull distributions.
Byy numerical work we will show that the standard capability indices
aree not useful if normality is not guaranteed. As alternative, we proposee two adaptive capability indices, based on Munechika (1986) and
Baii and Choi (1997). These two methods are very relevant for practicall purposes since they can also be applied for small sample sizes.
Itt turns out that for symmetric distributions the classical capability
indicess should be used. For skewed distributions such as gamma, chisquare,, exponential or lognormal the procedure of Munechika (1986)
iss somewhat pessimistic and the procedure of Bai and Choi (1997) is
somewhatt optimistic. But together they give a good idea about the
processs capability.

188
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Chapterr 2
Nonparametricc Shewhart
Controll Charts
2.11

Introduction

Forr simplicity we consider control charts with an upper control limit. As
wee already said in Chapter 1, if the measurement value X equals at most
thee upper control limit UCL, then the process is called in statistical
control.. If this does not hold, namely if X is above UCL, the conclusion
iss drawn that the process is out of control, and corrective action has to
bee taken to eliminate the causes responsible for this change.
Denotee by F the distribution function of X when the process is
inn control. In the one-sided case we are testing the null hypothesis
HQHQ : 9 = 0 versus the alternative hypothesis Hi : 6 > 0. The performancee of this hypothesis test and hence of the Shewhart control chart
mayy be described by the two error probabilities, namely the producer's
riskk PF{X > UCL), i.e. the probability of an error of the first kind,
andd the consumer's risk PF(._Ö)(X < UCL), i.e the probability of an
errorr of the second kind, where Pp and PF{—9) denote the probability
withh respect to F under the null hypothesis and under the alternative,
respectively;; cf. Section 3.3 of Montgomery (1997). Furthermore, we
willl call PF(.-$){X > UCL) the power function.
Too determine the value of the upper control limit UCL we fix a
19 9
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significancee level a € (0,1) and we choose UCL such that
PPFF(X(X > UCL) = 1 - F{UCL) < a

(2.1.1)

holdss and the power
PPFiFi.-0){X.-0){X > UCL) = 1 - F(UCL - 6»)

(2.1.2

att 9 > 0 is maximal, i.e. UCL is minimal. We obtain
UCLUCL = F-\l

- a) = mï{x | F{x) > 1 - a}

(2.1.3)

with h
PPFF(X(X > F - ^ l - a)) - 1 - F(F- X (1 -a))<a

(2.1.4)

and d
PPF{F{.-9)(X.-9)(X > F- X (l - a)) = 1 - F ^ - ^ l -a)-B)>a.

(2.1.5

Inn the present chapter we will study the nonparametric situation that
FF is unknown, but assumed to be strongly unimodal.
Lett T denote the class of strongly unimodal distributions F. We
choosee a subset P of T and assume F e P. In the terminology of error
probabilitiess our problem becomes the following. We are looking for an
estimatorr UCLk of UCL based on the training sample X\,..., Xk, such
thatt
^_^_.
supp PF{X > UCLk) < a
(2.1.6)
holdss and

^^_.
inff PF(.-e\{X > UCLk) > a

(2.1.7)

iss maximal. In view of (2.1.4) and (2.1.5) we obtain the best result if
UCLUCLkk equals F _ 1 ( l - a) almost surely, for all F G P. Of course, this
iss impossible for large P.
Inn Theorem 2.2.1 we will show that the power function satisfies
PPF{F{._e)(X._e)(X > UCLk)
==

< PF{.-e)(X>F-1(l-a))
l-F{F-l(l-a)-9).

(2.1.8

2.22.2 Finite sample results
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Ass a consequence, we will obtain a bound on the slope of the power
functionn at 0 = 0 in Theorem 2.2.2. Since the optimal value of the
upperr control limit UCL equals F - 1 ( l — a) for F known and since F is
unknown,, we estimate the upper control limit by an empirical quantile,
namely y
UCLUCLkk
==

= ^ ( ( l + AT^l-a))
mf{x\Fk(x)

(2.1.9)

> (1 + fc_1)(l - a)} = X (r( i_ a)(fc+1)1)

withh Fk(x) the empirical distribution function, X^ < X(2) <
< X(k)
thee order statistics of the training sample X\,X%...Xk
and \y~\ the
smallestt integer not smaller than y. If the training sample size k is
sufficientlyy large, more precisely if k > a - 1 — 1, then |~(1 — a)(k + I)]
equalss at most k, and UCLk is properly defined. Our main result of
Sectionn 2.2 is Theorem 2.2.3, which states that UCLk is finite sample
nonparametrically,, locally optimal, in that it attains equality in (2.2.10)
off Theorem 2.2.2.
Inn Section 2.3 we will show that as the size of the training sample
tendss to infinity, the power function of the resulting Shewhart control
chartt is maximal and equals the right hand side of (2.1.8).
Itt can be shown that our Nonparametric Shewhart control chart is
aa special case of the control charts defined by Willemain and Runger
(1996).. Liu and Tang (1996) developed a nonparametric Shewhart controll chart based on bootstrap methods, which for the case of individual
measurementss reduces to Fk_1 (1—a) as an estimator of the upper control
limitt UCL. Although this estimator has the same asymptotic performancee as UCLk, it is inferior to UCLk for finite sample size k in the
sensee of Theorem 2.2.3.

2.22

Finite sample results

Ass in the preceding section the independent random variables
Xi,XXi,X22,,..,.., Xk form a training sample from an unknown distribution
functionn F. We test if the random variable X, which is independent of
thee training sample, has the same distribution function F or the distributionn function F(- — 9) with a positive shift in location 0. This is
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donee via a test criterion based on the Shewhart control chart, in which
thee null hypothesis of no change is rejected if X exceeds the upper controll limit UCL. We will show that, if this upper control limit UCL
iss unknown and is replaced by an estimator UCLk based on the trainingg sample X 1 ; X2... Xk, then the power cannot increase as formulated
accuratelyy in our first theorem.

Theoremm 2.2.1 Let Xi,..., Xk, X be independent, Xi,...,Xk
with
distributiondistribution function F and with density f, and X with density ƒ'( —
TheThe hypothesis 0 = 0 is tested against the alternative hypothesis 9 > 0
atat level a 6 (0,1). If f is strongly unimodal, then the most powerful
testtest rejects for X > F _ 1 ( l — a) in case F is known, and any test for
thisthis problem has power at most 1 — F(F~1(1 — a) — 0).
Proof f
Choosee constants a > 0 and b such that the test with critical function

,,

ff 1 if f(x -0)>
af(x)
v _ I 1 if ƒ (x — 6) = af(x)

[[ 0 if f{x -0)<

and x > b

,

,

af(x)

hass size a} i.e.
EEFF</>(X,X</>(X,Xuu...,X...,Xkk))

= a.

Accordingg to the fundamental lemma of Neyman-Pearson this test is
mostt powerful; note that the comparison of f{x — 6) Yli=i f{xi) and
f(x)f(x) Yli=1 f(xi) is equivalent to comparison of ƒ (x — 6) and f(x). Since
thee density ƒ is strongly unimodal, its logarithmic derivative exists
Lebesguee almost everywhere, and is nonincreasing (cf. Exercise 17.37
(a),, p. 271, of Hewitt and Stromberg (1965)); hence

existss almost everywhere and f(x — 6)/f(x) is continuous and nondecreasing.. Consequently (2.2.1) implies that there exist constants a\ and
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aa22 such that

f

ll if x > a2

11 if
ai<x<a2^ndx>b
00 if ai < x < a2 and x < b
00 if x < a\.

{

}

andd (2.2.2) holds.
However,, this means that there exists a constant UCL such that
A(A(
v ƒ 1 if x > UCL
*(*,*!,...,**)) = { 0 tf ^ " ^
(2.2.5)
andd PF(X > UCL) = a. This yields UCL = F'^l-a)
and the power
off this test equals PF(._e)(X > UCL) = 1 - F ( F " 1 ( 1 - a) - 9).
D
Thee upper bound 1 - F(F~1(1 - a) - 9) on the power function, given
inn Theorem 2.2.1, is uniform in 9 > 0. It implies a bound on the local
behaviourr a t ^ = 0 of the power function as well. To formulate this
bound,, let UCLk be an estimator of the upper control limit UCL such
thatt the significance level of the test that rejects for X > UCLk, equals
att most a. By Theorem 2.2.1 we obtain
limsup(P F( ._ ö) (XX > UCLk) - a)/9 < /(F'^l

- a));

(2.2.6)

ÖJ.0 0

notee that the leftjiand side of the above inequality equals
QëPQëPFF(.-e)(X(.-e)(X > UCLk)\e=0 if the test has size a. Let Tc be the class of
stronglyy unimodal distribution functions F with absolutely continuous
densitiess ƒ satisfying
ff

f(F-1(u))du=

f2(x)dx>c>0.

(2.2.7)

Notee that 1/ f^ f2(x)dx < 1/c is a scale parameter; hence condition
(2.2.7)) bounds the scale parameter from above.
Sincee log ƒ (a;) with ƒ the density of a strongly unimodal distribution
FF is concave, it is Lebesgue almost everywhere differentiable with nonincreasingg derivative f'/f{x),
as noted in the proof of Theorem 2.2.1.
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Itt follows that f I f(F~l{u)) is non-increasing in u, and hence that its
primitivee function f(F~1(u)) is concave in u 6 [0,1]. We need the
followingg lemma.
Lemmaa 2.2.1 Fix c > 0 and 0 < a < | . If x ™ concave and nonnegativeative on [0,1] satisfying f0 x(u)du > c, then
X ( l - a ) > 2 a c ,,

(2.2.8)

holds,holds, with equality iff x *s linear with x(l) = 0.
Proof f
Sincee x is concave and nonnegative on [0,1], there exists a linear function,, nonnegative on [0,1] with value x ( l — a) at 1 — a, such that x
iss below it. The area between the graph of this linear function, the
horizontall axis and the verticals at u = 0 and u — 1 equals at most
x(lx(l — a)/(2a). Consequently, we have

c<< ƒ

X ( u )d w <i- x (l- a ).

(2.2.9)
DD

Wee obtain the following inequality.
Theoremm 2.2.2 Uniform, Local Power Inequality
LetLet Tc be the class of strongly unimodal distributions satisfying (2.2.7).
IfIf a £ (0, 1] holds, then we have
inff limsup(P F( ._ 0 )(X > UCLk) - a)/0 < 2ac,

(2.2.10)

whichwhich is valid for every estimator UCLk based on the training sample
Xi,XXi,X2i2i...X...Xkk
such that PF(X > UCLk) < a holds.
Proof f
Byy (2.2.6) it suffices to show
inff f(F-1(l-a))
FF E^Fc

= 2ac.

(2.2.11)
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Inn view of (2.2.7), the concavity of/(F _ 1 (-)) and Lemma 2.2.1 we obtain
inff / ( F _ 1 ( l - a)) > 2ac.

(2.2.12)

FefFefc c

Equalityy in (2.2.12) is attained at the exponential distribution with
f(F-f(F-11(u))(u)) = 2c(l-u).

D

Ourr Uniform, Local Power Inequality states that the minimal
locall power of any level a test over Tc equals at most 2ac. This inequalityy is sharp if there exists an estimator UCLk attaining this bound, and
suchh an estimator is optimal, namely it is finite sample nonparametricallyy efficient on Tc. The empirical quantile UCLk from (2.1.9) is finite
samplee nonparametrically efficient on a subclass T'c of TC1 provided
(k(k + l)a is an integer, as the following Theorem shows.
Theoremm 2.2.3 Fix c> 0, 0 < a < \, and k > a~l - 1. Let T'c be
thethe class of strongly unimodal distributions with absolutely continuous
densitiesdensities ƒ satisfying (2.2.7) and
oo o

LL

2i i
ff22
{x)dx{x)dx

< oo,

(2.2.13)

andand with derivative f' such that

ƒ ƒ\f'{x)\dx\f'{x)\dx
JJ

< oo

(2.2.14)

—(

holds.holds. The sample quantile UCLk = Ffc_1((l + fc-1)(l - a)) is an estimatormator of the upper control limit with the probability of an error of the
firstfirst kind

ppFF(x(x > uclk) = i M i M

e (a

_ _ L _ a]

(2.2.15)

andand with the power function increasing at 9 — 0 ; with derivative satisfying fying

rrllikik §êPF{-e){x

> ifdl

^^

wherewhere [y\ is the integer part ofy.

= 2c l{k

k\T^

(2 2 16)

''
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Lemmaa 2.2.2 Appropriate randomization over UCLk and the precedinging smaller order statistic yields equality in (2.2.10), also if (k + l ) a is
notnot an integer.
Proof f
Choosee a = (j + S)/(k + 1), where 0 < 6 < 1 and j varies between 1
andd fc. Let

UCLUCLkk = F^((l + O U - a)) = X(r(fc+1)(1_a)1),
and d
E/CZ** = F ^ U - (1 + - ) a ) = X ( r M , + 1 ) Q ] ) .
Notee that \(k + 1)(1 - a)] = k-j
+ 1 and \k - (k_ + l)a]
=k-j.
Straightforwardd computations yield that PF(X > UCLk) = j/(k + 1)
andd PF(X > UCLk) = {j + l)/(fc + 1). This implies that
(11 - 6)PF{X > UCLk) + £P F (X > UCLk) = a.

(2.2.17)

Remarkk 2.2.1 In practice, one does not have many observations, and
hencee the restriction k + 1 > a - 1 is too severe. However, it can be
relaxedd only at the cost of typically invalid or unverifiable conditions
onn the tail behaviour of the distribution F.
AA proof of Theorem 2.2.3 is presented in the Appendix. A sketch
off it will be given here. First, we compute the distribution function
off F{UCLk - 9) under the distribution F. Then, the derivative with
respectt to 0 at 0 = 0 of the power function may be seen to satisfy
^PF(.-B)(X^PF(.-B)(X

> UCLk)\o=o = f

2

Q)^'(1 -

u)k->fj{F-\u))du

withh ka = [(k + l ) a j , and this expression is minimal at the exponential
distributionn with rate 2c.
Forr small values of the real parameter 0, Theorem 2.2.3 implies that
thee infimum the power function is approximately equal to
inff PF(.-o)(X > UCLk) « a + 2cflL(fc.+| ^

(2-2'18)
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Wee will illustrate Theorem 2.2.3 numerically for the choices c = 1,
kk = 1000 and a = 0.005. By (2.2.18) this leads to the approximate
inequality y
PPFF(-e)(X(-e)(X

> UCLk) > 0.005 + 0.010 <9,

(2.2.19)

wheree F <E T\.
Straightforwardd computations yield that the normal distribution
withh variance at most l/(47r), the logistic distribution with variance
att most 1/36, and the exponential with rate at least 2, belong to the
classs T\. In view of (2.4.2) from the Appendix, and Abramowitz and
Stegunn (1970, formulas 26.5.1 and 26.5.24) the power function satisfies
PPFF(.-o)(X(.-o)(X > UCLk) =

(k)(nF-\z) + e)y(i-F(F-1(z) + e))k^dz

-l -l

EE

j=k-kj=k-kaa+i+i

== ka

\k)

/

^ /

uk-k«(l-u)k"-xdudz.

(2.2.20)

Inn Figure 2.1 this power function is given for the F 6 T\ mentioned
above.. Among the F , the exponential distribution with rate 2 is closest
too the approximate lower bound to the power function defined by the
rightt hand side of (2.2.19), as may be seen from the Figure.
Inn Table 2.1 the Upper Control Limit is given for k = 1000 and for
fourr values of a, satisfying the condition a > l/(k + 1) of Theorem
2.2.3.. The Exact Upper Control Limit is determined by F _ 1 ( l — a) and
thee Proposed Upper Control Limit equals F^"1((l + k~l)(l — a)). As
thee Standard Shewhart Upper Control Limit we have chosen
XXkk + y/1 + 1/k *fc_!(l - a)Sk,

(2.2.21)

wheree Xk, Si = (k - 1) _ 1 Yli=i(Xi - Xk)2 are the sample mean and
thee sample variance of the training sample and tife_1(l — a) is the
(11 - a)-quantile of the Student t-statistic with k — 1 degrees of freedom.. This choice is based on the fact that under normality, (X —
XXkk)/(y/l)/(y/l + 1/kSk) has a t-distribution with k — 1 degrees of freedom,
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Figuree 2.1: From left to right the figure shows the power function for
thee normal distribution with mean 0 and variance l/(47r), the logisticc distribution with mean 0 and variance 1/36, and the exponential
distributionn with rate 2, and the right hand side of (2.2.19).
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UpperUpper Control Limit
aa
0.001 0.005 5 0.01 1 0.025 5
NormalNormal (0, l/(4?r))
Exact t
0.871 1 0.726 6 0.656 6 0.552 2
Proposed d
Mean n 0.915 5 0.735 5 0.660 0 0.554 4
St.. D 0.099 9 0.044 4 0.033 3 0.023 3
Standardd Shewhart Mean n 0.873 3 0.728 8 0.657 7 0.553 3
St.. D 0.021 1 0.018 8 0.017 7 0.015 5
LogisticLogistic (0,1/36)
Exact t
1.151 1 0.882 2 0.765 5 0.610 0
Proposed d
Mean n 1.245 5 0.889 9 0.774 4 0.613 3
St.. D 0.214 4 0.079 9 0.054 4 0.033 3
Standardd Shewhart Mean n 0.936 6 0.780 0 0.704 4 0.593 3
St.. D 0.028 8 0.024 4 0.022 2 0.019 9
ExponentialExponential with rate 2
Exact t
3.453 3 2.649 9 2.302 2 1.844 4
Proposed d
Mean n 3.744 4 2.701 1 2.328 8 1.854 4
St.. D 0.647 7 0.234 4 0.160 0 0.1 1
Standardd Shewhart Mean n 2.047 7 1.790 0 1.664 4 1.481 1
St.. D 0.080 0 0.068 8 0.064 4 0.055 5
Tablee 2.1: The mean and standard deviations of the Upper Control
Limitss based on A;—1000 and 10,000 simulations.
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ass noted by Roes, Does and Schurink (1993). In Table 2.1 the Standardd Shewhart control limit (2.2.21) is used for the three distributions
considered.. The mean and the standard deviation of the simulated
valuess of these Upper Control Limits obtained in 10,000 simulations
aree given in Table 2.1. From this table we observe the following. If
thee value of the significance level a increases, then the standard deviationss of the simulated values of the UCL's decrease. In the normal case
thee mean of the Standard Shewhart UCL is closer to the Exact UCL
thann the Proposed UCL, and the standard deviation of the Standard
Shewhartt UCL is smaller than the standard deviation of the Proposed
UCL.. Therefore, we may conclude that the Standard Shewhart UCL
performss better than the Proposed UCL, as should be the case. If the
valuee of the significance level a increases, then both the means and the
standardd deviations of the Proposed UCL and Standard Shewhart UCL
gett quite close together; thus for a = 0.025 they perform similarly.
Iff the distribution F is logistic, the mean of the Proposed UCL is
closee to the Exact UCL and the mean of Standard Shewhart UCL is
quitee a bit smaller than the Exact UCL. This means that the probabilityy of incorrectly signaling "out of control" by the Proposed UCL
iss smaller than the same probability by the Standard Shewhart UCL.
Hencee the Proposed UCL is more conservative than the Standard Shewhartt UCL. The same phenomenon holds if the distribution function F
iss exponential with rate 2, and the difference between the mean of the
Proposedd UCL and the mean of the Standard Shewhart UCL is even
largerr than in the logistic case.
Thiss means that if the assumption of normality holds, our Proposed
UCLL gives reasonably good values, but if this assumption does not
hold,, which is usually the case in practice, our Proposed UCL performs
better. .

2.33

Asymptotics

Typically,, production processes are supposed to produce large numberr of items. Therefore, it makes sense to consider asymptotics as the
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trainingg sample size k tends to infinity. As before, we consider another
randomm variable X independent of the training sample, having the distributionn F(- -6). We test if the real parameter 0 is 0 or not. In view
off (2.2.15) we consider UCLk = Ffc_1((l + fc_1)(l - a)) as an estimator
off the upper control limit UCL. Asymptotically the probability under
thee null hypothesis that X is above UCLk equals the significance level
a,a, and the power of the test attains the bound from Theorem 2.2.1.
Theoremm 2.3.1 Fix 0 < ajC^l and F e T, the class of strongly unimodalmodal distributions. With UCLk = Fk~l((l+k-l)(l-a))
estimating the
upperupper control limit, the probability of an error of the first kind converges
toto a such that y/Tz{PF(X > UCLk) - a) stays bounded; notation
PPFF(X(X > UClk)

=a+

(2.3.1)

asas k —> oo. Moreover, the power satisfies
PPF{F{._._e)e){X>UCL{X>UCLkk))

= l-F(F-\l-a)-e)

+ 0{^=),

9 > 0. (2.3

Finally,Finally, with T' any tight subclass of T and 0 > 0 as k —> oo
in
F

|,,

PF{.-6)(X

> UCLk) = ^

(1 - F(F-\1

-a)-

0)) + 0 ( - L )
(2.3.3) )

holds. holds.
Proof f
First,, we will prove a stronger relation than (2.3.3), namely that
sup F € j r ,, Vk\F(F-1(l-a)-6)-EFF(UCLk-e)\
is bounded as k -+ oo.
Assumee that the above condition does not hold. Then there exists a
sequencee {kf} of positive integers and a sequence {Fk>}, which by abuse
off notation we will denote by {k} and {Fk} respectively, such that
Vk\FVk\Fkk(F(Fkk-\l-\l

-a)-0)-

EFkFk(UCLk

- 0)\ - oo,

ass k —> oo. As in the proof of Theorem 2.2.3 denote the integer part
off (k + l ) a by A;a = [(k + l)aj and let Vfo, V{2), •.., V{k) be the order

(2.3.4)
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statisticss of k independent identically distributed random variables with
uniformm distribution on (0,1). Recall that V(j) has a Beta(j, k — j + 1)
distribution. .
Itt is known that UCLk = Fkl((l + fc_1)(l - a)) = X^i-a)(k+iy\)
hass the same distribution as F'1 (V(k+1-ka)). Take 0 < < 5 < < a and write
V(k+i-kV(k+i-kaa)) = 1 - a + V(k+1-koi). Taylor expansion yields
EEFkFkFFhh(UCl(UClkk
== EFk(Fkl(l-a
== E Fk(Fk-\l
==

- 0)
+
V{k+1-ka))-e)

- a + V{k+i-ka)) - 0){hv(k+l_ka)\<5] + V<* + i-*.>M>

Fk(Fk\l-a)-0)

++FF U

h(Fk\i-*

+ v( v(k+lk+l--kkJ-e)J-e)

+0(P(\V+0(P(\V{k+1{k+1..ka)ka)\>S)), \>S)),
wheree V/k+1_k ^ is an intermediate point between 0 and V(k+i-ka), i-e0 < l ^ i + i - f c Q ) l << 1^+1-^)1Inn view of this and (2.2.3), relation (2.3.4) implies

MFMFkk--11(l-a(l-a

vkvk

j.

/D_ih

, ,u

+ ö)-0)

EFk\V(k+i-ka)

+VkO(P+VkO(PFkFk(\V(\V{k+1{k+1..ka)ka)\\

> 8)) - oo.

Shorackk and Wellner (1986, p.97) show that EV{k+l-ka) = (k + 1 fcfcaa)/(fc)/(fc + l) and VarV(k+1.ka) = (ka(k + 1 - ka))/((k+ l)2(fc + 2)). This
impliess EV{k+l-ka) = 0 ( £ ) , VarVjfc+1_fca) = 0{\) and consequently
EV?EV?k+1k+1__ka)ka) = 0{\). By Cauchy-Schwarz we obtain
E\VE\V(k+l(k+l..ka)ka)\\

< ^EV(l+1_ka)

= 0(-j=).

(2.3

Hence,, Markov's inequality implies

P(\VP(\Vik+1ik+1..kkJJ >S)< ËB^zhd

= 0 (-L).

(2
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Consequently,, (2.3.5) yields
fk(Fï\l-afk(Fï\l-a + 6)-0)
ooo

MFj-^l-aMFj-^l-a

+ S))

(2.3.8)

ass k —• oo, where 0 < ö < a. Clearly, this does not hold for 9 = 0.
Consequently,, without loss of generality we assume 9 > 0.
First,, we will show that /fc(Ffc_1(l — a + 6)) does not tend to zero as
kk —• oo. Assume that
MF^(l-MF^(l-aa

+ 5))^Q.

(2.3.9)

Withh e > 0 fixed, this means that for k sufficiently large fk(Fk~l(l —
aa + 5)) < e holds.
Since e

^AC^'M)) = M V W )

(2-3.10)

iss decreasing in iz, the function fk{Fkl{u))
is concave in w € [0,1]. Let
thee nonnegative function fk{Fkl(u)) attain its maximum value Mk at
Ufc.. Since /^(F^T 1 ^)) is concave in w, its graph lies above the triangular
graphh of the function
min{—-w,, - — — (1 - «)}, 0 < u < 1.
Wfcc

(2.3.11)

1 - wfc

Inn view of (2.3.9) this implies, for k large,
m i n { ^ ( ll - a + 6), ^ - ( a - S)} < e
uukk
1 — uk

(2.3.12)

andd hence
MMkk<e(—^—<e(—^—xxV^}<-V^}<a-6
(1 - a + £) A (a — <5)
11 — a + ö
Itt follows that for all v < w, 0 < u < w < 1, and for k large
/' ww

•/««

>>

1

dU dU
h(Fh(F
Jk{*k kk-\u))-\u))

(l-a(l-a

+

6)A(a-6)/
(w — v).

—L-f
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Sincee e > 0 is arbitrarily small this inequality contradicts the tightness
off {Fk} C T'. Together with (2.3.8) this contradiction yields
ffkk(F^(l-a(F^(l-a

+ 6)-9)->oo.

(2.3.14)

Inn view of the concavity of /fc(^ _1 ( w )) t n i s convergence implies that
/fcC^T1!11 - a -\- 8)) ^> oc as k ^ oo. Consequently, the unimodality of
thee density fk yields
11

>
>>
- ••

fk(x)dx

/
emm{fk(F^{l

-

a

(2-3.15)
+ 6)-9),

fk(F£l{l

-a + S))}

oo, 9 > 0.

Thiss contradiction concludes the proof of (2.3.3).
Withh T[ = {F} relation (2.3.3) implies (2.3.2), and taking 9 = 0 we
D
obtainn (2.3.1).
Theoremm 2.3.1 states that the probability under the alternative hypothesiss that the random variable X exceeds the proposed UCLk converges
too the significance level a with the O(^) order of convergence. This
meanss that y/k(PF{X
sufficientlyy large.

> UClk) - a) is bounded if the sample size k is

Remarkk 2.3.1 Comparing Theorems 2.2.1 and 2.3.1 we note that asymptoticallyy to first order, the power of the procedure based on the sample
quantilee UCLk is maximal at each F e T, thus showing the asymptotic
optimalityy (to first order) of UCLk.

2.44

Appendix

Prooff of Theorem 2.2.3
Denotee the integer part of (fc+l)a by ka = [(k-\-l)a\. Let Vji), V(2),.., V(fc)
bee the order statistics of k independent identically distributed random

2.42.4 Appendix
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variabless with uniform distribution on (0,1). Recall

W

j=lj=l

Inn view of the above relations and the continuity and strict monotonicity
off strongly unimodal distribution functions we have for F € Fc and
0 << z< 1,
PPFF{F(UCL{F(UCLkk

-0)<z)

1

== PF(ÜCÏk<F- (z)
+ 0)
==
PF(V{k+1_ka)<F(F-1(z)+0))
==

E

(k)(F(F-\z)

j=k+i-kj=k+i-kaa

v

+

0)y(l-F(F-\z)+0))k-(2A.2)

^'

Inn particular, this yields (2.2.15) in view of
PPFF(X>UCL(X>UCLkk))
==

= EF{\ - F{UCLk))

1 - f (1 - PF{F{UCLk)
Jo Jo

< z))dz

== t Y
(k)zj(l-z)k-idz
JoJo j=ki?_ka\jJ
Ka Ka

Jfc+1' '
whichh equals at most a and exceeds a — (k + 1) *.
Byy (2.4.2) we also have
PPF{F{.-.-00)(X)(X

> UCLk)

== 1 - EFF(UCLk

- 0)

== 1 - f PF{F(ÏÏCLk
Jo Jo
,^^ k—kc

==

- <9) > z)dz

JlJl £ (*) (^'w+«)y(i - ^ _ 1 w+«))*-''«k.

1-

(2.4.3)
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Iff we substitute u = F(F~l(z) + 9) and take subsequently the derivative
withh respect to 6 at 0 = 0, we obtain by an extensive argument using
dominatedd convergence, (2.2.13) and (2.2.14)

=Mu[[

£ cy(i -«)* -j 7(^" i («))*'- (2-4-4)

Consequently,, it remains to prove

Since F e
F'c is strongly uniwithh p(u) = Ei=o" {k)uj0* ~ u)k~jmodall it has a log-concave density. This means that log ƒ is Lebesgue
almostt everywhere differentiable with non-increasing derivative ƒ'/ƒ.
Consequently,, / ' / / ( F _ 1 ( w ) ) is non-increasing in u and can be written
as s

kk

£(F-\u))£(F-\u))

= lim (J2akiX[o,bk%](u) + ck)

(2.4.6)

1=1

•**

withh a*» > 0, 0 < bki < 1, 1 < i < k and Cfc < 0.
we may
Inn view of the monotonicity and integrability of f'/f(F~l(u))
choosee the sequence J2i=1 o>uX[o,bki] (w)+cfc m such a w a v that by Lebesgue
dominatedd convergence the limit (2.4.6) is in the £ 1 -sense. Since ƒ is
absolutelyy continuous and satisfies (2.2.14) it follows from Hajek (1967,
Lemmaa a, p. 19) that J 0 ^•{F^1{u))du = 0. Therefore, we may choose
CkCk = — 5Zi=i akihiWithh P(v) = JQ p(u)du dominated convergence yields

JJ p{u)f-{F-\u))du
kk

==

rl

lim V V i / p(u)(x[o,bki](u) -bki)du
kk

==

limVa f e ï (P(y-ö f c l F(l)).
t=ii

(2.4.7)
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Denotee dki = akibki{\ -bki).
lentt to

The condition f^

> c is equiva-

u)S-~{F-l{u))du
J

cc < f (IJoJo
kk

==

f2(x)dx

(2.4.8)

„!

lim ^ a f c i ( / (1 - u)(X[o,6fci](tt) - 6w)rfu)

fc
11
== ö l i m V d j w ,

(2.4.9)

ZZ K—+00 ^—-*

1=1 1

wheree the last equality follows from (2.4.7) by the choice p(u) = 1 — u.
Thereforee minimization over F € T'c of J 0 p(u)^-(F~1(u))du is
reducedd to minimization with respect to bki and dki of the function
E j L i < M ^ ( MM - bkiP{l))/(bki{l - b^)) subject to 2c < E t i ^ i and
ddkiki > 0 for any 1 < i < k.
Choosingg dk\ = 2c, dki = 0 and bki = 6, we see that the correspondingg infimum equals 2cinf0<b<i(P(6) — bP(l))/(b(l — b)). We will
prove e
inff ^ - ^ ^ l - P C D ^ - A (2.4.10)
v J
v
;
o<b<ii 6 ( 1 - 6 )
k +1
2
2
byy showing that the function ip(b) = P(b) —b P(l) —b+b is nonnegative
onn the unit interval. Straightforward computations yield the first and
secondd derivative of tp(b):
t//(b)t//(b) = p(b) - 1 + 26(1 - P(l))

(2.4.11)

and d
4>"4>" (b)=P'(b)

+2(1-P(l))

== E (k) Ü**_1(l - b)"-j - (k - JW(1 - b)"-'-1) + 2 ka
*+l
i=0i=0 JJ

=** E ( ; Va-»*-'-1
2fc c

. nn . , ,

fc+1
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== - * ( * 1 V-fc-(i_6)*--i + ^ 2 - .
v
\k-k\k-kaaJJ
' fc + 1
Thee function ^"(b) is f° r & £ [0? 1] n r s t positive, then negative and then
againn positive, since bk~ka (1—6)fca-1 is unimodal. This implies that ^'(6)
iss for b G [0,1] first increasing then decreasing and then again increasing.
Sincee ^'(0) = 0 and ^'(1) - 1 - 2P(1) - 2^/(A; + 1) - 1 < 2a - 1 < 0
hold,, the function ip'(b) is first nonnegative and then negative. Therefore,, ip(b) is first increasing and then decreasing. Since ip(b) vanishes at
00 and 1, this implies that it is nonnegative on [0,1].
Byy taking b | 0 this yields (2.4.10) and hence the required result (2.4.5).
Thiss completes the proof of Theorem 2.2.3.
•

Chapterr 3
AA Comparison of One-Sided
Shewhartt Control Charts
3.11

Introduction

Inn a recent paper, Woodall and Montgomery (1999) have stated that
"" There would appear to be an increasing role for nonparametric methods,, particularly as data availability increases. Abundant data would
causee the loss of power associated with nonparametric methods to becomee less of an issue." As we already stated in Chapter 1, this means
thatt traditional control charts should also be studied from a nonparametricc point of view. In addition, Quesenberry (1993) has shown by
simulationss that in order to estimate control limits one needs large
samplee sizes. For individual measurements he recommended at least
3000 observations.
Inn the present chapter, we consider the nonparametric situation for
individuall measurements in which the underlying distribution function,
denotedd by F , is assumed to be unimodal, but otherwise unknown.
Thiss means that we include distributions which have an increasingdecreasingg density, such as the Normal, Logistic, Laplace, Cauchy, Student,, Uniform and Exponential distribution. In our comparison we
usee four standard, essentially parametric Shewhart control charts with
controll limits based on the sample standard deviation or the average
off the moving ranges of the individual measurements. The availabil39 9
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ityy of modern computing power in statistical process control, enables
onee to consider Shewhart control charts with control limits estimated
viaa diverse techniques from mathematical statistics as the bootstrap,
empiricall quantiles, kernel estimators, and extreme-value theory. The
alternativee control charts we will compare, are four charts based on
empiricall quantiles, which are related to the bootstrap method, two
controll charts based on kernel estimators, and two based on extremevaluee theory.
Theirr performance is studied by an extensive Monte Carlo study. It
turnss out that even under normality, the alternatives behave quite good
especiallyy when sufficiently many data are available. Our Alternative
Empiricall Quantile control chart is excellent for all distributions considered,, and it is surpassed marginally by some of the other alternative
controll charts, but only when moderately many data are available and
nott for all distributions considered.
Thiss chapter is organized as follows. In the next section, the twelve
studiedd control charts are defined. Then, the results are given of an
extensivee Monte Carlo study based on 10,000 simulations from seven
differentt distributions, for several sample sizes, and for all control charts
mentionedd above. Finally, conclusions are given.

3.22

Description of the Control Charts

Forr simplicity, we will consider control charts with an upper control
limitt (UCL) only. This means that if the measurement value X equals
att most the UCL, then the process is assumed to be in control.
AA complete study of the two-sided Shewhart control charts can be
foundd in Ion, Does and Klaassen (2001).

3.2.11

Classical Shewhart Control Chart

Iff the distribution function F is assumed to be normal, then the traditionall Shewhart control chart has the upper control limit
/// + $ - 1 (l-ü!)<7,
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wheree $ _ 1 is the standard normal quantile function, u. is the mean
andd a is the standard deviation of the normal distribution function
$.. Typically, /i and a are unknown, and they can be estimated via
aa sample Xi,X2i • • • ,Xk of independently and identically distributed
randomm variables. A classic estimator of a is the sample standard devi-

ationn Sk = yJZti(Xi-Xk)2/(k-l),

where Xk = £ t i X,/k is the

samplee mean. It may be made unbiased by dividing by the constant
04(h)04(h) = E$Sk/a, which is tabulated in Duncan (1965, p. 927). Cryer
andd Ryan (1990) showed that Sk/c4(k) is the minimum variance unbiasedd estimator of a. Consequently, if we use the sample mean as the
unbiasedd estimator of the mean, then the upper control limit is defined
by y
UCLsUCLshewharhewhartt

3.2.22

= Xk + <S>-1{l-a)—f-.

(3.2.1)

Alternative Shewhart Control Chart

Itt may be seen that

differss from the significance level a. However, the exact distribution of
thee statistic (X — Xk)/Sk may be derived, under normality of
X,X, XL, • • •, Xk. If the random variables X,XUX2,- • • ,Xk are independentt with common distribution jV(/i, cr2), then according to e.g.
Lehmannn (1986, p.191) the statistics X, Xk and Sk are stochastically
independent.. Consequently, since X - Xk is distributed as jV(0, (1 +
k~k~ll)o)o22),), and (k - l)Sl/a2 has a chi-square distribution with k — 1
degreess of freedom, the statistic

(ii +

fc-i)-wLi^*

hass a Student t distribution with k — 1 degrees of freedom. This was
notedd in Roes, Does and Schurink (1993). Therefore, under normality
thee upper control limit may be defined by
UCLUCLNormalNormal

= Xk+ y/ÏTïfk

*fc_i(l - a)Ski

(3.2.2)
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wheree tk-i(l - a) is the (1 - a)-quantile of the Student t distribution
withh k - 1 degrees of freedom.

3.2.33

Moving Range Control Chart

Itt is well known that the sample standard deviation Sk is very efficient
forr independently and identically distributed normal random variables,
butt it has the disadvantage that it is sensitive to trends and oscillations.
Consequently,, in such situations we have to use estimators of the standardd deviation that are less sensitive to these deviations. The Moving
Rangee is such an estimator, and is defined by
kk

MRMRkk =

-r^Y/\Xi-Xi.1\.
i=2 i=2

Kamatt (1953) has studied the moments of MRk under normality, and
hee has proved that the variance of this estimator is influenced less than
thee variance of the sample standard deviation by a "slow-moving" shift
inn the mean of the data. Duncan (1965, p. 400) mentioned the Moving
Rangee control chart with the upper control limit equal to
UCLUCLMRMR = Xk + (&-i(i -

a

) ^ ,

(3.2.3)

wheree the constant d2(2) = 2/^/TT « 1.128 is chosen such that MRk/d2(2)
iss an unbiased estimator of o under normality and independence. In
practice,, the Moving Range control chart is the standard chart for individuall observations, nowadays.

3.2.44

Alternative Moving Range Control Chart

Thee probability of a signal for the Moving Range chart, namely
XkXk
P(JL~P(JL~
KK

MRMRkk/d/d22(2) (2)

>$- 1 (l-a))

differss from the significance level a. Cryer and Ryan (1990) have studied
thee second moment of MRk, and showed that under normality of F

varfWRfWRkk\\=

UwJJ

(47T + 6v / 3-18)(fc-l)-7r-6v / 3 + 12

W^r

°

2
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,0.82644

0.2556
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holds.. Roes, Does and Schurink (1993) have approximated the distributionn of the statistic (i/MRk)/(T2<r2d^(2)) by a chi-square distribution
withh v degrees of freedom, where
var(Afflfc) )
and d
2K
v=v= - ( H
'
).
VV
2
v8x{MRky
Inn view of this, (X - Xk)/(MRk/d2{2))
is distributed approximately as
^/ll + 1/k/r times a Student £ statistic with f degrees of freedom underr the normality assumption. Hence, the upper control limit of the
Alternativee Moving Range control chart is defined by

UCLAMRUCLAMR

= Xk-\
rr

^(1-a)-——,

(3.2.4)

02(2)

wheree U(l — a) is the (1 — a)-quantile of the Student t distribution with
vv degrees of freedom.

3.2.55

Empirical Quantile Control Chart (Bootstrap)

AA natural estimator of the q-quantile of the distribution F is the empiricall quantile Fj~1{q)7 which is defined by
FFkk\q)\q)

= ini{x\ Fk(x) > <?}, 0 < ? < 1,

wheree Fk is the empirical distribution function defined as
11 k
PP
*(*(xx)) = k^I{XlSx}

(3 2 5)

' '

withh I the indicator function, i.e. I{x<x} = Hi X < x and 0 otherwise.
Inn this case, for 0 < a < 1, the upper control limit equals
UCLUCLEQEQ = inf{x| Fk{x) > 1 - a} = X (r(1 _ a)fc]) ,

(3.2.6)
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withh X(i) < X{2) < • - < X(k) denoting the order statistics of the initial
samplee Xi,X2, - • • ,Xk, and \y] the smallest integer not smaller than
y.y. For k < a - 1 this upper control limit reduces to the largest order
statisticss X(k). It can be shown that the Empirical Quantile control
chartt is a special case of the control chart defined by Willemain and
Rungerr (1996).
Thee philosophy of the bootstrap approach to statistical problems is
too replace the unknown distribution function F of a random variable X
byy an empirical distribution function. In control charts for individual
observationss one would like to use (cf. (3.2.1)) the UCL = F _ 1 ( l —
a).. Consequently, the bootstrap approach applied to control charts for
individuall observations, with a Phase 1 sample Xi,X2, • • • ,Xk, yields
Ffc_1(ll ~~ a) a s a n estimate of the upper control limit. For the more
generall situation of control charts for averages the bootstrap method is
studiedd in Liu and Tang (1996), but as we have seen now, for individual
measurementss their control chart just reduces to the empirical quantile
controll chart, (cf. Hull (1992), p. 318)
Mostellerr and Rourke (1973) have proved that F(UCLEQ) is distribution-free,, with a beta density that depends only on the sample size k
andd the significance level a, and not on the distribution F. Straightforwardd computations yield that the probability that the random variable
XX exceeds the upper control limit UCLEQ equals
PPFF{X{X > UCLEQ)

r(l-a)fcll

fcfc + i
3.2.66

=

1-EF(UCLEQ)

/

a

V

/c

1-a'

+

1

k

+l

Alternative Empirical Quantile Control Chart
(Bootstrap) )

Anotherr estimator of the upper control limit based on the empirical
quantilee function, may be defined as
UCLUCLAEQAEQ

= mf{x | Fk(x) > ((1 + k~l){l - a)) A 1} = X (r(1 _ a)(fc+1)lAjt) ,
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wheree Fk is the empirical distribution function (3.2.5), and x A y is
definedd as the minimum of x and y. Actually, if A; < aT 1 — 1 then
UCLAEQUCLAEQ
reduces to the largest order statistics X^)- The statistical
performancee of this control chart has been studied in Chapter 2 under
thee assumption that k > a" 1 — 1 holds and the distribution function F
iss strongly unimodal.
Notee that also the Alternative Empirical Quantile control chart belongss to the class of control charts proposed by Willemain and Runger
(1996).. Like in the preceding case F(UCLAEQ)
is distribution-free and
satisfies s
PPFF(X>(X>

UCLAEQ) 1 1--=

EF(UCLAEQ)

i ü £ M e ( a --

ƒƒ

II

11

11

ll
a] a]if f a a> >jfe+i
i
ll
if f a a< <Jb+l
l

fc+1 fc+1

Thiss means that if k > a~l — 1, then the probability that the random
variablee X exceeds the estimated upper control limit UCLAEQ, equals
att most the significance level a. This is not the case for the Empirical
Quantilee control chart.

3.2.77

Kernel Control Charts

Rosenblattt (1956) and Parzen (1962) defined the kernel estimator of
thee density function ƒ as
11

v
i—l i—l

wheree the kernel w is nonnegative such that J^° w{x)dx = 1, and where
thee bandwidth h is positive and small. Consequently, with W(x) =
/ ^^ w(y)dy a primitive of the kernel w,
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iss a kernel estimator of the distribution function F. As in Reiss (1989,
(8.2.19),, p. 253), a smooth alternative to the conventional sample quantilee function may be defined by
kk

FF

wA<l)wA<l) =inf{x
2=1 1

x-Xj x-Xj

hh

)) > q} , 0 < q < 1.

Thee choice of the bandwidth h is more important than the choice of the
kernell w. A relatively large value of h gives too much smoothness, and
aa relatively small value of h gives big fluctuations. In this chapter, we
willl restrict attention to the Gaussian kernel,
wi(x)wi(x) = <j>(x),

(3.2.7)

withh primitive equal to the standard normal distribution function W\ (x)
3>(x),, and to the Epanechnikov kernel, i.e.

-Mi-- -- y )

if \x\ < Vb
00 if \x\ > y/E,

ww22(x)(x) =

(3.2.8) )

withh primitive
00 if X < -y/E
WW22(x)=\(x)=\

| + ^ ( 1 5 a : - x3)

if \x\ < VE

(3.2.9) )

11 if x > y/E.
Inn view of Azzalini (1981), the optimal choice of the bandwidth
hh is h = CA;-1/3, where C is a constant which depends on a, the
standardd deviation of F. Azzalini did some numerical work using
thee Epanechnikov kernel, and obtained that good values for the constantt C are between a and 2<7 for a large number of distributions.
Sincee a is unknown, we estimate it by the sample standard deviationn Sk — \Jj2i=i (Xi — Xk) /(k — 1). In his simulations he obtained
CC = 1.3cr, and hence we have considered h — 1.3k~ljf3Sk as a relevant
choice.. So, for the Gaussian kernel our control limits are

UCLUCLCKCK=M=M{x{x

l{Tl{T^j)>l-al

^j)>l-al(3.2.10) )
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andd for the Epanechnikov kernel
kk

UCLUCLEKEK = inf{* | I J2 W^M-S

s)

>!-«}•

(3-2.11)

Inn order to construct control charts, Polansky (1999) uses kernel density
estimates,, denoted by fWiU as follows. Let ca solve
//

fw,i{x)dx

= ot

(3.2.12)

JJ fw,l<C

forr c and signal out of control at observation X when / w ,i(X) < cQ.
Clearly,, if F has a symmetric unimodal density ƒ, Polansky's control
chartss are asymptotically, as k tends to infinity, equivalent to the above
kernell control charts.

3.2.88

Weighted Empirical Quantile Control Chart

Yangg (1985) and Reiss (1989, p. 252) defined another smooth estimator
off the ^-quantile of the distribution function F, namely

1
Km=Km=
f
^\t)\wi^)dt
=
j^X
f
"
{i)
JoJo
h
h
^
J(i-i)/ h

\w^)dt,

h
(3.2.13) )
wheree Fk is the empirical distribution function, w is the kernel function,
00 < q < 1, and h is a positive bandwidth. Note that F~^(q) is essentially
aa weighted average of the order statistics X^ < •• • < X(fc). If the
kernell w is symmetric unimodal, then the closer ijk is to q the more
weightt A"(i) gets in this average. Yang (1985) showed via simulations
thatt a good bandwidth h is in the range [fc-1, k~l/4] and that small
optimall h values were obtained for estimating the upper percentiles of
thee distribution function F. We obtained via our simulations that a
reasonablee value for h is h = 0.027r"1/6A;~15fc. Therefore, if the kernel
iss Gaussian or Epanechnikov, the control limits are
k

UCLUCL

™™

= o i n r U I! P ^ ( o ^ A )
(3.2.14) )

dt

'
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and d
11
f1 ~-u
0.027r-V«fc-i5fc L Fk

t-(l-a)
\
\0.02n-^k-iSk)
*>
(3.2.15) )
respectively,, where w\ and w2 are defined by (3.2.7) and (3.2.8).
UCLwEKUCLwEK

3.2.99

=

(

{t)W2

Extreme-Value Theory Control Chart

Extreme-valuee theory yields another method to estimate the control
limitss of a Shewhart control chart. To the best of our knowledge, Shewhartt control charts based on this theory have not been considered
before.. Assume that for some constants ak > 0, bk and some distributionn function G
max(.y1,X2,...,Xt)-6t < ^

U mm
k—k—>-oo>-oo

= G{^

x

^

%

(g 2 16)

CLk

Then,, G has to be one of the extreme-value distributions
G 7 (x)) = c - ( 1 + ^ ) " ^ , 1 + 7 x > 0.

(3.2.17)

Thee extreme-value index 7 may have any real value, and for 7 = 0 we
havee G0(x) = e x p ( - e x p ( - x ) ) . Usually, the extreme-value index 7 is
unknownn and can be estimated via the sample X1? X 2 , • • •, XkDekkerss and De Haan (1989) proposed as an estimator of the qquantilee of the distribution function F
P-VV
FFhh

~\

\q;ik)

Y

, (m/(k{l-q)))*-l(
_ 2 _. f c

= A(fc_m+1) H

,
(A(A;- m +l) - A ( f c _ 2 m + l ) ; }

wheree g belongs to the interval (0,1), and where the Pickands (1975)
estimatorr 7^ of 7 equals
7fcc = J - log
logg 2

X(fc

~m+1) " X(fc-2-+1) ,

(3.2.18)

X( f c _ 2 m +1) - -V(fc-4m+l)

withh m = m(fc) a sequence of integers tending to infinity such that
m(k)/km(k)/k -> 0. Hence, an estimator of the upper control limit may be
definedd as
UCLUCLEVTEVT

= F£\l - a;%).

(3.2.19)
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Inn the numerical evaluation of this control chart we have tried several
valuess of m, and we have obtained m = 10 as a good choice.
Whereass the preceding estimators of the upper control limit are
basedd on the largest observations, the present estimator tries to exploitt the assumed regularity of the tail behaviour by using the observed
spacingss modulo a multiplicative constant of the moderately large observations. .

3.2.100

Alternative Extreme-Value Theory Control
Chart t

Dekkers,, Einmahl and De Haan (1989) have proposed alternative estimatorss of the extreme-value index 7, and of the quantile function of the
distributionn Gy(x).
Define e
fit'fit'

n

wheree the integer r takes the values r = 1,2. As in the preceding
Extreme-Valuee Theory control chart m = m(k) is a sequence of integers
tendingg to infinity and m(k)/k —• 0. If the extreme-value index 7 has
aa positive value, we can estimate it by the Hill (1975) estimator M^
(cf.. Hill (1975)). For the case that 7 cannot be assumed to be positive,
Dekkerss et al. (1989) defined the Moment Estimator of the extremevaluee index by

%% = M« + 1 - i{l - ^ J } - \

(3.2.20)

andd the g-quantile of the distribution F by
F-i(F-i(nn.~\-X.~\-X

1 ( m / ( f c ( l - g ) ) ) f t - l X(fc_m)
IkIk

(1)

Pl\lk)

where e
ff

1 if 7 > 0

P1(7)) = {_i_

if

}-0.

(3.2.21)
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Consequently,, the upper control limit may be estimated by
UCLUCLAEVAEVTT = Fk~l(l - a; ik).

(3.2.22

Off course, the sequence m = m(k) has to be chosen appropriately
inn order to obtain good performance of UCLAEVTDekkerss and De Haan (1989), and Dekkers, Einmahl and De Haan
(1989)) proved that if the sequence m(k) —> oo and m(k)/k —> 0, then
thee estimators 7* and 7*. are weakly consistent estimators of 7. Under
somee extra regularity conditions of the sequence m(/c), they shown that
thesee estimators are strongly consistent estimators of 7.
Inn the simulation study of the Alternative Extreme-Value Theory
controll chart we have considered several values of m, and the value
mm = 20 was the best one.
Notee that the probability that a new random variable X will exceed
anyy of the proposed estimators of the upper control limit, defined above,
iss invariant under location and scale transformations of the distribution
F. F.

3.33

Simulations

Lett us assume as above that we have a sample {X\, X 2 , • • •, Xk} of size k
fromm a stable process that is used to estimate the UCL by UCL. A new
randomm variable X, independent of this sample, is taken and plotted on
aa chart which has VCL as upper control limit. Let Xk+i, Xk+2, • • • be a
sequencee of random variables such that X|_, X2, • • •, Xk, Xk+i,Xk+2i * • •
aree independently and identically distributed. Denote by pk the probabilityy that the variable X = Xk+i, exceeds the upper control limit,
ppkk = P(Xk+1 > UCL).

(3.3.23)

Inn order to study the performance of the control charts introduced in
Sectionn 3.2 we conducted the following simulation experiment, for some
choicess of the distribution function F and sample size k. First a sample
off size k is generated from F. From this sample the estimate of UCL
iss computed for the given control chart. Subsequently, a new random
variablee Xk+Ï independent of the initial training sample is taken. For

3.33.3

Simulations
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eachh choice of F , k and control chart this whole procedure is repeated
10,0000 times. The sample mean and sample standard deviation of all
resultingg 10, 000 realizations of the probability pk, i.e. the probability
thatt the random variable X exceeds the corresponding UCL, are computedd and registered in the appropriate table. If the mean of pk has a
valuee close to the significance level a, and if the standard deviation of
pkpk is small, then we may conclude that the corresponding upper control
limitt performs well. The significance level a is chosen equal to 0.00135,
sincee this value yields the traditional 3a limits in the Classical Shewhart
controll chart (3.2.1).
Thee simulations are done for 7 different choices of the distributionn function F , namely Normal, Logistic, Laplace, Cauchy, Student
tt with 4 degrees of freedom, Uniform and Exponential and for sample
sizess k equal to 250, 500, 1000, 2500, 5000 and 10,000. In Tables 3.1
throughh 3.12 the results are given. However, it is easy to verify that for
kk < 1/a » 741 both the Empirical Quantile chart and the Alternative
Empiricall Quantile chart yield X(k).
Fromm Tables 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 it can be concluded that Shewhart,, Alternative Shewhart, Moving Range and Alternative Moving
Rangee control charts, which are defined in Sections 3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.3
andd 3.2.4, yield good results only under the assumption that the distributionn function F is normal. The Alternative Shewhart control chart
yieldss slightly better results than the Alternative Moving Range control
chart.. Hence, we may conclude that the Alternative Shewhart control
chartt is the best among these four control charts.
Iff normality of the distribution function F is doubtful, then we may
considerr the nonparametric and extreme-value theory control charts.
Notee that for these control charts, the behaviour under the Logistic,
Laplacee and Exponential distribution is virtually the same, since the
correspondingg limits are based on estimators that incorporate the tail
behaviourr of the underlying distribution, and since these distributions
exhibitt the same exponential tail behaviour.
Wee may see, from Tables 3.5 through 3.12, that asymptotically the
nonparametricc and extreme-value theory control charts perform well,
namelyy for k = 10,000 the mean of the probability that the random
variablee X exceeds the proposed upper control limit is between 0.0013
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andd 0.0014, and the standard deviation is at most 0.00038. Exceptions
aree the results produced by the Kernel control charts for Cauchy and
Uniformm distributions.
Accordingg to Table 3.5, the Empirical Quantile control chart, defined
inn Section 3.2.5, gives good values. However, it may be noticed from
Tablee 3.6, that it is surpassed by the Alternative Empirical Quantile
controll chart (cf. 3.2.6). The advantage of the last two control charts,
iss that the out of control probabilities pk from (3.3.23) are distributionfree,, in the sense that the distributions of these random quantities do
nott depend on the choice of the distribution function F. This independencee of the underlying distribution is clearly visible from the tables.
Iff the sample size k is smaller than 1000, then the Kernel control
charts,, introduced in Section 3.2.7, behave slightly better than the Alternativee Empirical Quantile control chart. Moreover, if the sample size
kk is larger than 1000, then they have comparable values, except for the
Cauchyy and Uniform distributions. Tables 3.7 and 3.8 show that Kernell control charts yield a little bit better results for the Epanechnikov
kernell than for the Gaussian Kernel.
Thee Weighted Empirical Quantile control charts, described in Sectionn 3.2.8, are slightly better than the Alternative Empirical Quantile
controll chart for k less than 1000. If we have a sample of more than
10000 random variables, then from Tables 3.6, 3.9 and 3.10 it may be seen
thatt the Alternative Empirical Quantile control chart outperforms the
Weightedd Empirical Quantile control charts. Note that the Weighted
Empiricall Quantile control chart produces similar results for the Gaussiann and Epanechnikov kernel.
Thee disadvantage of the Kernel and Weighted Empirical Quantile
controll charts is that they depend heavily on the choice of the bandwidthh h. Actually, for every chosen distribution there exists an optimal
bandwidth,, but in practice one does not know what the real distribution
is. .
Inn the simulation study of the Extreme-Value Theory control chart,
definedd in Section 3.2.9, we found out that m = 10 is a good value of
thee parameter m. If the sample size k is small, then according to Table
3.11,, the Extreme-Value Theory control chart gives worse values than
thee preceding nonparametric control charts, but for large values of k
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itt produces good results. The advantage of the control charts based
onn extreme-value theory is that they behave well, if the distribution
functionn F is heavy tailed, such as the Cauchy distribution. However,
forr the chosen value m = 10, under the Cauchy distribution, it gives
slightlyy worse results than the Alternative Empirical Quantile control
chart. .
Inn the numerical work of the Alternative Extreme-Value Theory
controll chart, introduced in Section 3.2.10, we saw that m = 20 is a
relevantt choice for m. In view of Table 3.12, if the sample size k is less
thann 1000 this control chart performs better than the Extreme-Value
Theoryy control chart. Asymptotically, the mean of 1 — F(UCLEVT)
is
and the converse
slightlyy smaller than the mean of 1 — F(UCLAEVT),
holdss for the corresponding standard deviations. Note that the Alternativee Extreme-Value Theory control chart yields worse results than the
Alternativee Empirical Quantile control chart. The advantage of this
controll chart is that it has the smallest standard deviation from all the
proposedd control charts.
Thee disadvantage of the Extreme-Value Theory control chart and
thee Alternative Extreme-Value Theory control chart is that the choice
off the real parameter m has a big impact on the proposed upper control
limitss and their performance.

3.44

Conclusions

Iff the distribution function F is normal, then the Alternative Shewhart
Controll Chart is the best control chart, but under nonnormal distributionss their performance is extremely bad and one has to consider other
controll charts based on e.g. nonparametrics and extreme-value theory.
Iff the sample size k is large, i.e. larger than 1000, then the Alternative
Empiricall Quantile control chart outperforms the Empirical Quantile,
Kernel,, Weighted Empirical Quantile, Extreme-Value Theory and Alternativee Extreme-Value Theory control charts. Moreover, this control
chartt has the advantage that it is distribution-free, such that for every
chosenn distribution we get almost the same results.
Wee may conclude that under normality our nonparametric and extremevaluee theory control charts give reasonably good values. If normality
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TheThe mean and standard deviation of 1 — F {UCL shewhart)
Norm. . Log. . Lap. . Cauchy y ttfc= 4 Unif. . Exp. .
FF
250 0 M M 0.00150 00.00457 70.00756 60.00680 00.00723 3 0 0 0.01940 0
St.. D 0.00075 50.00152 20.00234 40.00519 90.00222 2 0 0 0.00603 3
500 0 M M 0.00143 30.00445 50.00738 80.00474 40.00698 8 0 0 0.01881 1
St.. D 0.00050 00.00103 30.00163 30.00361 10.00166 6 0 0 0.00415 5
0.00138 80.00437 70.00727 70.00337 70.00681 1 0 0 0.01862 2
1000 0 M M
St.. D 0.00034 40.00071 10.00114 40.00253 30.00122 2 0 0 0.00293 3
0.00136 60.00434 40.00723 30.00211 10.00671 1 0 0 0.01843 3
2500 0 M M
St.. D 0.00021 10.00045 50.00072 20.00159 90.00084 4 0 0 0.00183 3
5000 0 M M
0.00135 50.00433 30.00721 10.00151 10.00667 7 0 0 0.01840 0
St.. D 0.00015 50.00031 10.00051 10.00113 30.00064 4 0 0 0.00129 9
10000 0M M
0.00135 50.00432 20.00719 90.00107 70.00664 4 0 0 0.01833 3
St.. D 0.00010 00.00022 20.00036 60.00080 00.00047 7 0 0 0.00091 1
Tablee 3.1: The mean and standard deviation of the PF(X
UCLshewhart)UCLshewhart) based on 10,000 simulations

>

TheThe mean and standard deviation of 1 — F (UCL formal)
N o r m m Log. . Lap. . Cauchy y ttfc= 4 Unif. . Exp. .
Distrib.. F
0.00136 60.00431 10.00726 60.00667 70.00697 7 0 0 0.01880 0
250 0 M M
St.. D 0.00069 90.00144 40.00229 90.00507 70.00217 7 0 0 0.00583 3
0.00135 50.00431 10.00720 00.00467 70.00682 2 0 0 0.01857 7
500 0 M M
St.. D 0.00048 80.00099 90.00161 10.00355 50.00163 3 0 0 0.00417 7
0.00135 50.00430 00.00719 90.00337 70.00674 4 0 0 0.01846 6
1000 0 M M
St.. D 0.00033 30.00071 10.00111 10.00251 10.00123 3 0 0 0.00293 3
0.00135 50.00432 20.00720 00.00211 10.00667 7 0 0 0.01836 6
2500 0 M M
St.. D 0.00021 10.00044 40.00071 10.00160 00.00085 5 0 0 0.00183 3
0.00135 50.00432 20.00720 00.00150 00.00665 5 0 0 0.01836 6
5000 0 M M
St.. D 0.00015 50.00032 20.00051 10.00114 40.00062 2 0 0 0.00129 9
0.00135 50.00432 20.00719 90.00106 60.00664 4 0 0 0.01835 5
10000 0M M
St.. D 0.00010 00.00022 20.00035 50.00081 10.00047 7 0 0 0.00092 2
Tablee 3.2: The mean and standard deviation of Pp(X > UCLNormal)
basedd on 10,000 simulations
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TheThe mean and standard deviation of 1 —
FF

250 0 M M
St.. D

500 0 M M
St..
1000 0 M M
St..
2500 0 M M
St..
5000 0 M M
St..
10000 0M M
St..

D
D
D
D
D

Norm. . Log. . Lap. . Cauchy
0.00158 80.00520 00.00973 30.01534
0.00095 50.00189 90.00296 60.00721
0.00146 60.00505 50.00945 50.01365
0.00063 30.00128 80.00202 20.00595
0.00140 00.00493 30.00934 40.01214
0.00043 30.00087 70.00138 80.00491
0.00136 60.00490 00.00930 00.01070
0.00026 60.00055 50.00088 80.00403
0.00136 60.00489 90.00929 90.00989
0.00018 80.00039 90.00062 20.00353
0.00135 50.00488 80.00927 70.00910
0.00013 30.00027 70.00044 40.00310

F(UCLMR)

y tktk =
40.00900
10.00234
50.00881
50.00161
40.00874
10.00114
00.00867
30.00072
90.00865
30.00050
00.00864
00.00035

Tablee 3.3: The mean and standard deviation of
basedd on 10,000 simulations

PF{X

4 Unif. .
0
4
1
1
4
4
7
2
5
0
4
5

>

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Exp. .
0.02661 1
0.00717 7
0.02616 6
0.00494 4
0.02595 5
0.00343 3
0.02584 4
0.00219 9
0.02581 1
0.00155 5
0.02577 7
0.00111 1

UCLMR)

TheThe mean and standard deviation of 1 — F(UCLMR,Normai)
FF

250 0 M M
St.. D

500 0 M M
St.. D
1000 0 M M
St.. D
2500 0 M M
St.. D
5000 0 M M
St.. D
10000 0M M
St.. D

Norm. . Log. . Lap. . Cauchy
0.00137 70.00474 40.00905 50.01514
0.00088 80.00172 20.00281 10.00704
0.00135 50.00483 30.00918 80.01349
0.00060 00.00122 20.00198 80.00589
0.00134 40.00485 50.00921 10.01221
0.00041 10.00088 80.00137 70.00492
0.00134 40.00486 60.00926 60.01076
0.00026 60.00054 40.00088 80.00400
0.00134 40.00486 60.00924 40.00979
0.00018 80.00038 80.00062 20.00353
0.00134 40.00487 70.00926 60.00912
0.00013 30.00027 70.00044 40.00310

y tktk = AUnif. . Exp. .
40.00849 9 0 0 0.02552 2
40.00222 2 0 0 0.00697 7
90.00859 9 0 0 0.02563 3
90.00158 8 0 0 0.00493 3
10.00861 1 0 0 0.02570 0
20.00112 2 0 0 0.00346 6
60.00863 3 0 0 0.02573 3
00.00071 1 0 0 0.00220 0
90.00863 3 0 0 0.02575 5
30.00051 1 0 0 0.00153 3
20.00863 3 0 0 0.02575 5
00.00036 6 0 0 0.00109 9

Tablee 3.4:
The mean and standard deviation of PF(X
UCLMR,Normai)UCLMR,Normai) based on 10,000 simulations

>
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TheThe mean and standard deviation of 1 —

F(UCLEQ)

Norm. . Log. . Lap. . Cauchy y tt k = 4 Unif. . Exp. .
0.00487 70.00483 30.00478 80.00451 10.00468 80.00539 90.00478
0.00431 10.00429 90.00425 50.00425 50.00421 10.00425 50.00424
0.00301 10.00301 10.00298 80.00274 40.00292 20.00333 30.00296
0.00233 30.00229 90.00234 40.00236 60.00232 20.00236 60.00227
0.00227 70.00225 50.00225 50.00219 90.00226 60.00233 30.00225
0.00147 70.00144 40.00147 70.00145 50.00147 70.00144 40.00146
0.00174 40.00173 30.00172 20.00171 10.00173 30.00176 60.00173
0.00082 20.00082 20.00082 20.00082 20.00082 20.00082 20.00081
0.00154 40.00154 40.00154 40.00154 40.00154 40.00155 50.00154
0.00054 40.00055 50.00055 50.00055 50.00054 40.00055 50.00054
0.00145 50.00145 50.00145 50.00144 40.00145 50.00145 50.00145
0.00038 80.00037 70.00038 80.00038 80.00038 80.00037 70.00038

FF

250 0 M M
St.. D

500 0 M M
St.. D
1000 0 M M
St.. D
2500 0 M M
St.. D
5000 0 M M
St.. D
10000 0 M M
St.. D

Tablee 3.5: The mean and standard deviation of PF(X > UCLEQ) based
onn 10,000 simulations

TheThe mean and standard deviation of 1 —
FF

250 0 M M
St.. D

500 0 M M
St.. D
1000 0 M M
St.. D
2500 0 M M
St.. D
5000 0 M M
St.. D
10000 0 M M
St.. D

F(UCLAEQ)

Norm. . Log. . Lap. . Cauchy y tfcc = 4 Unif. . Exp. .
0.00487 70.00483 30.00478 80.00451 10.00468 80.00539 90.00478
0.00431 10.00429 90.00425 50.00425 50.00421 10.00425 50.00424
0.00301 10.00301 10.00298 80.00274 40.00292 20.00333 30.00296
0.00233 30.00229 90.00234 40.00236 60.00232 20.00236 60.00227
0.00120 00.00121 10.00120 00.00114 40.00119 90.00134 40.00120
0.00105 50.00106 60.00105 50.00107 70.00105 50.00105 50.00105
0.00133 30.00132 20.00132 20.00129 90.00132 20.00135 50.00132
0.00071 10.00071 10.00071 10.00070 00.00070 00.00070 00.00071
0.00135 50.00134 40.00135 50.00134 40.00134 40.00135 50.00134
0.00051 10.00051 10.00050 00.00051 10.00051 10.00051 10.00051
0.00135 50.00135 50.00136 60.00134 40.00135 50.00135 50.00135
0.00037 70.00036 60.00036 60.00036 60.00037 70.00036 60.00037

Tablee 3.6: The mean and standard deviation of PF(X
basedd on 10,000 simulations

>

UCLAEQ)
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F(UCLGK)
TheThe mean and standard deviation of 1 —
Norm. . Log. . Lap. . Cauchy y tt Jfc = 4 Unif. . Exp. .
FF
250 0 M M 0.00212 20.00262 20.00277 70.03172 20.00290 0 0 0 0.00300 0
St.. D 0.00166 60.00198 80.00187 70.00002 20.00184 4 0 0 0.00226 6
500 0 M M 0.00154 40.00161 10.00175 50.03172 20.00178 8 0 0 0.00166 6
St.. D 0.00114 40.00125 50.00125 5 0 0 0.00121 1 0 0 0.00134 4
1000 0 M M
0.00145 50.00158 80.00168 80.03172 20.00172 2 0 0 0.00164 4
St.. D 0.00071 10.00079 90.00089 9 0 0 0.00090 0 0 0 0.00085 5
2500 0 M M
0.00137 70.00144 40.00144 40.03172 20.00143 3 0 0 0.00148 8
St.. D 0.00047 70.00048 80.00052 2 0 0 0.00051 1 0 0 0.00051 1
5000 0 M M
0.00135 50.00140 00.00137 70.03172 20.00136 6 0 0 0.00140 0
St.. D 0.00035 50.00036 60.00035 5 0 0 0.00036 6 0 0 0.00037 7
10000 0M M
0.00134 40.00137 70.00137 70.03172 20.00138 8 0 0 0.00138 8
St.. D 0.00024 40.00026 60.00026 6 0 0 0.00026 6 0 0 0.00027 7

Tablee 3.7: The mean and standard deviation of PF{X > UCLGK),
normall kernel, based on 10,000 simulations

with

TheThe mean and standard deviation of 1 —
F(UCLEK)
Norm. . Log. . Lap. . Cauchy y ttfc= 4 Unif. . Exp. .
250 0 M M 0.00184 40.00244 40.00264 40.03172 20.00281 1 0 0 0.00289 9
St.. D 0.00148 80.00186 60.00179 9 0 0 0.00177 7 0 0 0.00221 1
500 0 M M 0.00146 60.00160 00.00171 10.03172 20.00180 0 0 0 0.00168 8
St.. D 0.00102 20.00120 00.00121 1 0 0 0.00121 1 0 0 0.00135 5
1000 0 M M
0.00139 90.00154 40.00164 40.03172 20.00169 9 0 0 0.00163 3
St.. D 0.00066 60.00076 60.00087 7 0 0 0.00088 8 0 0 0.00085 5
2500 0 M M
0.00135 50.00143 30.00142 20.03172 20.00142 2 0 0 0.00147 7
St.. D 0.00046 60.00048 80.00052 2 0 0 0.00050 0 0 0 0.00050 0
0.00134 40.00140 00.00137 70.03172 20.00136 6 0 0 0.00140 0
5000 0 M M
St.. D 0.00033 30.00036 60.00034 4 0 0 0.00036 6 0 0 0.00036 6
0.00134 40.00137 70.00137 70.03172 20.00138 8 0 0 0.00137 7
10000 0M M
St.. D 0.00024 40.00025 50.00026 6 0 0 0.00026 6 0 0 0.00027 7
FF

Tablee 3.8: The mean and standard deviation of PF{X > UCLEK),
Epanechnikovv kernel, based on 10,000 simulations

with
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F(UCLWQK)
TheThe mean and standard deviation ofl —
Cauchy
y
ttfc= 4 Unif. .
Norm. . Log. . Lap. .

250 0 M M
St.. D

500 0 M M
St.. D
1000 0 M M
St..
M
M
2500 0
St..
5000 0 M M
St..
10000 0 M M
St..

D
D
D
D

0.00340
0.00404
0.00198
0.00199
0.00199
0.00141
0.00161
0.00080
0.00140
0.00053
0.00139
0.00037

00.00394
40.00398
80.00199
90.00199
90.00198
10.00140
10.00158
00.00078
00.00139
30.00053
90.00140
70.00038

40.00397
80.00396
90.00201
90.00200
80.00199
00.00142
80.00159
80.00080
90.00140
30.00053
00.00140
80.00038

70.00400
60.00405
10.00202
00.00202
90.00202
20.00143
90.00160
00.00080
00.00140
30.00053
00.00140
80.00038

00.00396
50.00401
20.00196
20.00194
20.00120
30.00143
00.00161
00.00080
00.00140
30.00052
00.00140
80.00037

Tablee 3.9: The mean and standard deviation of
withh Normal kernel, based on 10,000 simulations

FF

>

UCLWGK),

TheThe mean and standard deviation ofl — F(UCLWEK)
Norm. . Log. . Lap. . Cauchy y ttfc= 4 Unif. .

250 0 M M
St.. D

500 0 M M
St.. D
1000 0 M M
St..
2500 0 M M
St..
5000 0 M M
St..
10000 0 M M
St..

PF(X

60.00404
10.00406
60.00198
40.00198
00.00200
30.00141
10.00159
00.00080
00.00140
20.00052
00.00139
70.00037

Exp. .
40.00400 0
60.00400 0
80.00196 6
80.00195 5
00.00198 8
10.00141 1
90.00160 0
00.00080 0
00.00140 0
20.00053 3
90.00140 0
70.00038 8

D
D
D
D

0.00401
0.00404
0.00196
0.00197
0.00200
0.00142
0.00160
0.00080
0.00140
0.00053
0.00140
0.00038

10.00401
40.00404
60.00200
70.00199
00.00199
20.00139
00.00160
00.00080
00.00139
30.00052
00.00140
80.00037

10.00397
40.00401
00.00199
90.00200
90.00199
90.00142
00.00159
00.00080
90.00139
20.00052
00.00140
70.00037

70.00636
10.02764
90.00350
00.02076
90.00244
20.02041
90.00170
00.01455
90.00164
20.01739
00.00142
70.01018

60.00395
40.00394
00.00198
60.00198
40.00201
10.00142
00.00160
50.00080
40.00140
90.00053
20.00140
80.00037

50.00405
40.00409
80.00201
80.00198
10.00200
20.00141
00.00160
00.00080
00.00140
30.00053
00.00140
70.00037

Tablee 3.10: The mean and standard deviation of Pp{X >
withh Epanechnikov kernel, based on 10,000 simulations

Exp. .
50.00400 0
90.00400 0
10.00196 6
80.00195 5
00.00198 8
10.00141 1
00.00160 0
00.00080 0
00.00140 0
30.00053 3
00.00140 0
70.00038 8

UCLWEK),
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TheThe mean and standard deviation ofl —
FF

250 0 M M
St.. D

500 0 M M
St.. D
1000 0 M M
St.. D
2500 0 M M
St.. D
5000 0 M M
St.. D
10000 0M M
St.. D

Norm. . Log. . Lap. . Cauchy
0.00863 30.00807 70.00717 70.00503
0.01217 70.01177 70.01118 80.00854
0.00472 20.00422 20.00407 70.00298
0.00637 70.00580 00.00578 80.00429
0.00264 40.00251 10.00245 50.00211
0.00315 50.00302 20.00300 00.00239
0.00157 70.00157 70.00156 60.00154
0.00131 10.00132 20.00130 00.00111
0.00136 60.00137 70.00135 50.00137
0.00064 40.00064 40.00064 40.00059
0.00135 50.00135 50.00136 60.00134
0.00035 50.00035 50.00035 50.00034

F(UCLEVT),

y tt k = 4 Unif. . Exp. .
30.00755 50.01078 80.00726 6
40.01112 20.01438 80.01129 9
80.00419 90.00579 90.00412 2
90.00564 40.00733 30.00589 9
10.00254 40.00301 10.00252 2
90.00292 20.00373 30.00306 6
40.00158 80.00153 30.00154 4
10.00122 20.00154 40.00127 7
70.00137 70.00130 00.00137 7
90.00062 20.00073 30.00064 4
40.00134 40.00136 60.00135 5
40.00034 40.00035 50.00034 4

Tablee 3.11: The mean and standard deviation of
basedd on 10,000 simulations

>

PF(X

TheThe mean and standard deviation of 1 — F(UCLAEVT),
Norm. . Log. . Lap. . Cauchy y tt k = A
FF

250 0 M M
St.. D

500 0 M M
St.. D
1000 0 M M
St.. D
2500 0 M M
St.. D
5000 0 M M
St.. D
10000 0M M
St.. D

0.00621
0.00123
0.00361
0.00045
0.00241
0.00018
0.00177
0.00006
0.00152
0.00003
0.00142
0.00002

10.00591
30.00123
10.00357
50.00049
10.00250
80.00020
70.00156
60.00131
20.00156
30.00003
20.00143
20.00002

10.00621
30.00136
70.00380
90.00050
00.00261
00.00020
60.00187
10.00006
60.00158
30.00003
30.00144
20.00002

10.00367
60.00088
00.00274
00.00046
10.00218
00.00024
70.00173
60.00008
80.00153
30.00004
40.00143
20.00001

m= 10

70.00531
80.00126
40.00335
60.00055
80.00239
40.00024
30.00177
80.00008
30.00153
40.00003
30.00141
10.00001

UCLEVT),

with m = 20

Unif. . Exp. .
10.00739 90.00563 3
60.00290 00.00122 2
50.00362 20.00351 1
50.00128 80.00048 8
90.00221 10.00251 1
40.00048 80.00020 0
70.00163 30.00181 1
80.00008 80.00006 6
30.00145 50.00156 6
30.00004 40.00003 3
10.00138 80.00143 3
10.00002 20.00002 2

Tablee 3.12: The mean and standard deviation of Pp{X >
basedd on 10,000 simulations

UCLAEVT),
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cannott be reasonably assumed, which is usually the case in practice,
thenn the Alternative Empirical Quantile control chart is the best of all
proposedd control charts, and it can be improved only partially for certainn distributions, by some of the proposed control charts. This control
chartt is preferable because no bandwidth needs to be chosen.
Finally,, it should be noticed that even the Alternative Empirical
Quantilee chart needs more than 500 and preferably at least 1000 observationss from Phase 1 in order to attain reasonable performance. Better
performancee can only be bought at the cost of heavy reliance on a
(typicallyy unjustifiable) normality assumption. But even then, as Quesenberryy (1993, p. 247) argues, one needs at least 300 observations for
reasonablee performance.

Chapterr 4
Sharpp Chebyshev-Type
Inequalities s
Considerr a production process of items for which some quality characteristicc has to be below some limit. This upper limit might be an
upperr control limit UCL or an upper specification limit USL. As we
mentionedd already in Chapter 1, the one-sided Shewhart control chart
hass its UCL defined by
UCLUCL = fi + cr$- x (l - a).

(4.0.1)

Considerr a measurement value X, with distribution function F, that has
too be below UCL. In fact, when we apply the above Shewhart control
chartt we are testing the hypothesis that the distribution function is F to
thee alternative that it has shifted towards F(--6), where the parameter
66 is positive. This means that we are testing the null hypothesis
HHoo : 9 = 0 versus the alternative hypothesis Hi : 9 > 0. In this chapter,
wee will study the probability of an error of first kind of this test, i.e.
P(XP(X > UCL) = 1 - F{UCL).

(4.0.2)

Supposee the random variable X has an unknown distribution function
FF with finite variance. Denote by Z the normalized version of X

__
zz

X-EX

=-7^'=-7^'
61 1

t
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Inequalities

andd by H its corresponding distribution function. In the first section of
thiss chapter we will compute upper bounds of (4.0.2) over the class of
completelyy unknown distributions. In the second section we will establishh upper bounds on (4.0.2) over the class of unimodal distributions.
Inn both sections we will present also upper bounds for the two-sided
case. .

4.11

Unknown distributions

Iff the distribution function F of X is completely unknown, the well
knownn Chebyshev inequality may be sharpened as follows.
Theoremm 4.1.1 Cantelli's inequality
LetLet Z be the standardized version of X with mean 0 and variance 1.
ForFor any v > 0 the inequality
P{ZP{Z >v)< - J —
vvzz + 1

(4.1.4)

holds.holds. This inequality is sharp and equality is uniquely attained by
vv
vv22 + l
ZZ = {
with probability
(4.1.5)
v2
vv22+l +l

11

Proof f
Byy Chebyshev's inequality we obtain
El[z>v]El[z>v] =

<P{{Z<P{{Z + llvf>{v + l/vf)

P{Z>v)

< £(§JY^)
11

ll + vr
Thee inequalities (4.1.6) can be equalities only if
((Z((Z + l/v)/(v + l/v))2 = l[z>v] holds almost surely. This proves the
secondd statement of the Theorem 4.1.1. See Problem 1.5.5, p.81, of
Billingsleyy (1985).
°

(4-1-6
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Inn practice, there often occur situations when the underlying distributionn function of the random variable Z is symmetric, for example
whenn it has a normal, logistic, or Laplace distribution. Therefore, it
makess sense to bound the probability (4.0.2) over the class of symmetricc distributions.
Theoremm 4.1.2 Let the random variable X and its standardized versionsion Z be symmetric. For v > 1
P(ZP(Z >v)<^

(4.1.7)

holds,holds, with equality iff
ll

ZZ =

00 with probability 1 — \

Proof f
Inn view of Chebyshev's inequality and the symmetry we have
P(ZP(Z >v) = \P(\Z\
DD

Itt may be seen that the bound in (4.1.7) is sharper then the bound
inn (4.1.4) irTv> 1.
Theoremss 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 can be generalized to two-sided Shewhart
controll charts. Although this generalization is very important, it has a
simplee proof.
Theoremm 4.1.3 For any u > 0 and v > 0 the inequality
T>C7T>C7 S>

ry ^

\2 \2
\^4+(u-Vy

P(ZP(Z <-u

or Z > v) <
\
/
{u{u + V)2
holds.holds. Under the conditions
uv>l,uv>l,

u<v

22
2
+ -, v <u+
vv
u

-

(4.1.8) )

v

(4.1.9)
'
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inequalityinequality (4.1.8) is sharp and equality holds iff

I

2+v(v-u) 2+v(v-u)

^^

with probability 1 - * $ ^ £

(4.1.10)

2+u(U-^) )
(u+v)2 •

VV

IfIf the first inequality of (4.1.9) is false, i.e. if uv < 1, then
P(ZP(Z <-u

or Z>v)<\

(4.1.11)

holdsholds with equality iff
__

fa
VV v

ZZ = I

v
(u+v)

with probability
vv
uu

(4.1.12)
u
{u+v)

IfIf the second inequality of (4.1.9) is invalidated, i.e. if u > v + 2/v,
then then
P(Z<-uP(Z<-u
or Z>v)<r
(4.1.13)
holdsholds with equality iff
v

II
ZZ = {

vv

with probability

vv

l+v2

(4.1.14)

l+vl l+vl

Finally,Finally, if the third inequality of (4.1.9) does not hold, i.e. ifv > u+2/u,
then then
P(ZP(Z <-u
or Z > v) <
T
(4.1.15)
holdsholds with equality iff
ll
1+u2

~~UU

ZZ = I

with probability
ii
uu

(4.1.16)
_jP_
l+u2 •
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Proof f
Byy Chebyshev's inequality we obtain

P(Z<-uP(Z<-u

or Z>v)

__

=

+ v))

4 + (v - u) 2
(ww + t>)2

Straightforwardd computations show that (4.1.10) yields a well-defined
randomm variable provided that (4.1.9) holds, and that this random variablee has mean zero and unit variance, and satisfies equality in (4.1.8).
Similarly,, the random variable from (4.1.12) is well-defined and attains
equalityy in the trivial inequality (4.1.11); note that -y/ü/v < -u iff
uvuv < 1 iff y/v/u > v.
Foru>vForu>v + 2/v we may apply inequality (4.1.8) with u replaced by
vv + 2/v yielding (4.1.13), and for v > u + 2/u we may apply (4.1.8) with
vv replaced by u+2/u resulting (4.1.15). Finally, straightforward computationss shows that (4.1.14) and (4.1.16) define proper random variables
withh zero mean and unit variance that attain equality in (4.1.13) and
(4.1.15),, respectively.
•

4.22

Unimodal distributions

Thee upper bounds in (4.1.4), (4.1.7), and (4.1.8) to the probability in
(4.0.2)) are quite large. It makes sense to restrict the class of completely
unknownn distributions to a smaller class of distributions in order to get
smallerr upper bounds. The class of unimodal distributions is relevant
fromm both the theoretical and the practical point of view. A unimodal
distributionn has an increasing-decreasing density with only one top, its
mode.. Examples of unimodal distributions are: the normal, logistic,
exponential,, gamma, and Weibull distribution. In Theorem 2.2.1, in
Chapterr 2, we have seen that Shewhart control charts are intimately
relatedd to the strongly unimodal distributions, which constitute a subclasss of the class of unimodal distributions.
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Inn this section we will obtain sharp upper bounds for (4.0.2) over
thee class of unimodal distributions and over the class of symmetric
unimodall distributions.
Itt is well known that a unimodal distribution has at most one atom,
whichh may occur only at the mode. According to Klaassen et al. (2000),
iff a unimodal distribution is uniform on its support with an atom at one
off its boundary points, then it is called a one-sided boundary-inflated
uniformm distribution.
Theoremm 4.2.1 Let the distribution of the standardized random variableable Z be unimodal For any v > \/3 the inequality
P(ZP(Z >v)< \ ^ -

x

,

(4.2.17)

holds,holds, with equality iff Z has a one-sided boundary-inflated uniform
distributiondistribution with mass (3v2 - 1)/(3(1 + v2)) at -1/v and the res
itsits mass uniformly distributed on [-1/^,3(1 + v2)/(2v)].
Proof f
Inn view of the representation theorem of Khintchine (Feller, 1966, p.
155,, and Dharmadhikari and Joag-Dev (1988)), the random variable
ZZ has a unimodal distribution with mode at M iff Z is distributed
ass M + UY, where U is uniform on (0,1) and Y has distribution G.
Thee condition EHZ = EGUY + M = 0 implies EGY = - 2 M , and
EEHHZZ22 = EG(UY + M)2 = 1 implies EGY2 = 3(1 + M 2 ). By Jensen's
inequalityy we have EGY2 > (EGY)2, and hence the mode M of the
randomm variable Z lies in the interval [-V5, y/3]. Since v > \/3 and
\M\\M\ < \/3 we have v - M > 0. We obtain

P(Z>v)P(Z>v)

withh

=

P{UY>v-M)

JV-MJV-M

y

._
C(»)) = (1 " ^ - )

VM<„].

(4.2.19)

Wee will study
sup{Esup{EGG((Y)((Y)

: \M\ < V3,

GG

EEGGYY = - 2 M , EGY2 = 3(1 + M 2 )}.

(4-2-
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Wee need the following result.
Lemmaa 4.2.1 Let v > y/S, and M e [-y/S,y/S\. For each random
variablevariable Y with distribution function G, there exists a random variable
YY00 with distribution function G0 that has all its mass at two points at
most,most, satisfying EGo((Y0) > EGC,{Y), EGoY0 = EGY, and EGoY2 <
EEGGYY22. .
Prooff of Lemma 4.2.1
Definee the new random variable Y0 by
= PG(Y
>v-M),
PPGoGo{Y{Y00 = EG(Y\Y >v-M))
PPGoGo(Y(Y00 = EG{Y\Y <v-M))
= PG(Y
<v-M).
Itt may be seen that the expected value of Y0 satisfies
EEGoGoYY00

= EG(Y\Y>v-M)PG(Y>v-M)
PPGG(Y(Y <v-M)
= EGY,

+ EG(Y\Y

< v - M)

andd the second moment of Y0 equals
EEGoGoYY0022 =
{EG(Y\Y>v-M))2PG(Y>v-M)
+(E+(EGG(Y\Y(Y\Y <V- M))2PG(Y
<V-M)
2
<< EG(Y \Y >v- M)PG{Y
>v-M)
22
+E+EGG{Y{Y \Y\Y <v- M)PG(Y <v-M)
= EGY2
Sincee EG(Y\Y <v-M)<v-M<
EG{Y\Y > v - M), and C is
concavee on [v - M, oo), we have by Jensen's inequality
EEGG((Y)((Y) = EG(C{Y)\Y >v- M)PG{Y
<< ((EG{Y\Y >v- M))PG{Y
>v-M)
==

>v-M)

EG0((YO).

DD

Inn view of Lemma 4.2.1, the supremum in (4.2.20) equals at most
sup{£GoC(*o)) : \M\ < VS, EGoY0 = - 2 M ,
Co o

EEGoGoY()Y() ^ 3(1 + M 2 ), G0 is degenerate at two points at most}.
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Itt may be seen that the value of EGQC(Y0) with EGoY<? < 3(1 + M 2 )
mayy be enlarged if G0 is replaced by an appropriate G 0 with EGOYQ =
3(11 + M 2 ). Consequently, the supremum in (4.2.20) equals
sup{£GoC(*o)) : \M\ < x/3, EGoY0 = - 2 M ,

(4.2.21)

Go o
EEGOGOYQYQ

= 3(1 + M 2 ), Go is degenerate at two points at most}.

Wee formulate a second lemma.

Lemmaa 4.2.2 If v > y/S and M e [-\/3, y/3\, then for any random
variablevariable Y0 with distribution function G0 degenerate at two points at
most,most, satisfying EGoY0 = -2M and EGoY£ = 3(1 + M2), we have (for
CC defined in (4.2.19);
EEGoGot(Yo)t(Yo) < -

^2.

9 l

(4-2.22)

EqualityEquality in (4.2.22) is attained by
3v2

2
3(l+i;~'
))

00
YY00 = {

with probability

3(l+^ 2 ))
2v2v

4
3(l+t> 2 )'

Proof f
Sincee the distribution function G0 is degenerate at two points, we may
write e
ff -a
p
YY00 = I
with probability

{{

1-p,

b

withh 0 < p < 1. In view of EGoY0 = -2M and EGoY* = 3(1 + M 2 ) we
obtain n
frfr22 + 46M + 4M 2
v
^^
62 + 46M + 3 + 3M 2 '
26MM + 3 + 3M 2
v
;
6 + 2 MM
Inn view o f u > \ / 3 a n d M G [-\/3, \/3], we have v - M > 0. So, we
havee to determine
vv ~ M
sup(ll
— ) ( 1 — p) = sups(6,M)
b,Mb,M

°

b,M
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over r
bb > v - M, M € [-v/3, V5],

(4.2.25)

withh v > >/3 fixed, and
6(&22 + 46M + 3 + 3M 2 )
Iff we consider the derivatives with respect to b and M of g(b, M) and
solvee the system formed by them we obtain the following stationary
pointss of g:
{M{M = -V3,b = y/3 + v},
{M{M = >/S,b=-y/3 + v},
{M{M = - ( 3 + 2y/3v)/v, b = ^(^+»>},

{MM = -(3 - 2y/5v)/v, 6 = ^ M ) ,
andd {M = -1/v, b = 3/2(1 + v2)/v}.
Att the first two stationary points g vanishes. The third solution does not
belongg to the domain given by (4.2.25), since the condition M > — y/3
iss not satisfied, and at the fourth point g takes the nonpositive value
1/22 - (V3v)/6.
Thee fifth stationary point yields the upper bound (4.2.22), i.e.
4/(9(ll + ^ 2 )). Note that for this point we have p = (3v2 -1)/(3(1 + ^2))
3,ndb3,ndb = 3(l + v2)/(2v).
Wee still have to check the behaviour of g at the boundary of the
domainn (4.2.25). It can be seen that as M = —\/3, as M = \/S, as
bb = v — M, or as b converges to oo we obtain g(b, M) = 0. Hence we
obtainn the required result (4.2.22).
D
Thiss Lemma shows that (4.2.21) and hence (4.2.20) equals the right
handd side of (4.2.17). Some computations show that YQ from Lemma
4.2.22 yields the one-sided boundary inflated uniform distribution of Theoremm 4.2.1.
Ü
Underr the extra assumption of symmetry Theorem 4.2.1 may be
sharpened.. The resulting inequality has been obtained by Camp (1922)
andd Meidell (1922) and by Shewhart (1931). However, our proof is
shorterr and clearer than theirs. Still a different proof is given by Theil
(1949),, which according to Seal (1951) should be attributed to von
Mises. .
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Theoremm 4.2.2 If the distribution of the random variable Z is symmetricmetric and unimodal, then

{{ »D-$g«

( 2e)

*

"-

holds.holds. Equality is attained by the mixture of a uniform distribution on
[-((§?;)V\/3)) , (|f)V\/3] and a distribution degenerate atO, the center
ofof the uniform distribution, such that the point mass at this center equals

[l-4/(3^ 2 )] + . .
Proof f
Ass before we use the representation theorem of Khintchine. It shows
thatt a symmetric unimodal random variable may be written as Z = UY,
wheree U is uniform on (-1,1) and Y is nonnegative. Apart from a
possiblee atom at 0, our Z has density
r°°r°° 1

h(z)h(z) = /

^[-„itödGdrt,

z

(4-2-27)

e K-

Wee have to bound

PPHH(Z>v)(Z>v)

1-H(v)

=
ooo

/*oo

1

/
==

/

ö" /

l

[z<y\dzdG{y)

l

JOO V Jv
11 f°°
V

== "-J (l--)dG(y), v>0.
Thee representation (4.2.27) of h yields

EE ZZ
z2kdzdG{y)

II 11
/*ooo -i

i>y

2k2k

HH

OO

^-l^riW^fe)^
dG{y)
Jo ^ï/
/»00

I

ooo „.IK
r<x>
=
2 „,2fc
/ z2k /

=I^
Joo

2k2k + I

2k2k
.
GGYY

.
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Sincee EHZ2 = 1 we have EGY2 = 3. Hence, we have to determine
11 f°°
v
sup{-- / (1 - -)dG(y)
GG * Jv
y

: EGY2 = 3}.

(4.2.28)

Denotingg Y = \/W, and Gw the distribution function of W = Y2,
expressionn (4.2.28) is equal to
supdEsupdEGwGw[l[l
GGww

Z

- J L ] + 1 [ W , > 0 ] : EGwW

= 3}.

(4.2.29)

VVV

Itt may be noticed that all mass of W in the interval [0, v] may be put
inn {0, v} without changing ~EGw[l - v/VW]+ and EGwW = 3. Then
thee concavity of w t—• 1 — v/y/w and Jensen's inequality yield
EEGwGw[l-v/VW][l-v/VW]++

=

PGw(W>v)EGw(l-v/Vw\W>v)

<< PGW{W > «)(1 ~ v/y/EGw(W\W > v)).
Sincee EGwW > PGw{W > v)EGw(W\W > v) holds, we obtain
\E\EGwGw [1 - V/VWV <\p(lwithh p = PGw{W > v). Since EGwW
mumm from (4.2.29) equals at most

v ^ ^ )

(4-2.30)

= 3, this shows that the supre-

\\ sup p(l - vM).
^^ o<p<i

-

(4.2.31)

V &

Thiss supremum is attained at pmSLX = (4/(Sv2)) A 1. Straightforward
computationss in (4.2.31) finish the proof of this theorem.
D
Itt should be noticed that the upper bound (4.2.26) is sharper than
thee upper bound (4.2.17). As in the arbitrary distribution case Theoremss 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 can be generalized to two sided Shewhart control
charts.. Due to the importance of this generalization we will present it
here,, but a complete proof will be given elsewhere.
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Theoremm 4.2.3 Assume the distribution function of the standardized
randomrandom variable Z is unimodal. For any u > \/3 and v > y 3 the
inequality inequality
P(ZP(Z < -u

or Z > v) < -Qi+,{U~f

(4.2.32)

99 [u + vy
holds.holds. Under the conditions
22
2
- lJv + 4V3v2 - 1], u<v + - ,v<u+-

ueueLL \7v-WSv2

V

u

(4.2.33)

inequalityinequality (4.2.32) is sharp and equality holds iff Z = UY where
-S(l,+v)-S(l,+v)

4

2+v(v-u)

!

00 with probability 1 - l ^ f
3/„„ , „\

(4.2.34)

4 2+uju-v)

IfIf the second restriction on u in (4.2.33) is invalidated, i.e. if u >
vv + 2/v, then
P{Z<-uP{Z<-u
or Z>v)<\-^
(4.2.35)
l
99 1 + v
holdsholds with equality iff Z = UY where

YY = I

00
withh probability

3v3v22-l -l
3(l+v2) )

3 ( 1 + Ï J 2 ))

(4.2.36)
4

3(l+i> 2 )-

2v2v

Finally,Finally, if the last inequality of (4.2.33) does not hold, i.e. ifv > u+2/u
then then
P{ZP{Z <-u
or Z > v) < \—l-^
(4.2.37)
99 1 + upholdsholds with equality iff Z = UY where
3(l+rt2) )
~2^^

YY = <

3(l+u2)

with probability
nn
UU

(4.2.38)
3u2-l
3(l+u2) •
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Proof f
Lett Z have its mode and possibly a point mass at M. As before, the
representationn theorem of Khintchine (Feller, 1966, p. 155) yields the
existencee of independent random variables U and Y with U uniformly
distributedd and Y having distribution G such that Z — UY + M. Apart
fromm the possible point mass at M our Z has a density h with respect
too Lebesgue measure given by
f°°f°° 1
1
h(z)h(z) = / (-l[0,y](z -M)- -lM(z
«/—ooo y

- M))dG(y).

(4.2.39)

y

Consequently,, the distribution function H of Z equals
H(z)H(z) - G ( { 0 } ) 1 [ Z > M ]
Z—MZ—M

/«OO -j

-z—M-z—M

/
ooo i

roo i

/
-l[y^{w)dG{y)dx
J—oo y

/>oo -j

pz—M

l[0fy](w)dwdG{y) - / - ƒ
J—oo y J—oo

/«ooo -j p{z-M)Ay

==

- /
J—oo

pz—M

-- I
ooo y J—oo

/«OO 1

fZ—M

// -l[0,y](w)dG(y)dw
J—oo y

ooo
/

pZ—M

poo 1

p(z-M)A0

-j

l[y,0]{w)dwdG(y)

p(z-M)A0

(z-M)Ay-(z-M)AO(z-M)Ay-(z-M)AO
dwdG(y) - dG{y)dG{y) dwdG{y) +

JOJO
oo

V J{z-M)A0

-L -L

J-oo

y

V

J(z-M)Ay

(z-M)AOO ( z _ M ) A 1/ - ( 2 - M ) A 0

dG(y). dG(y).

vv

Thiss yields
H(z)H(z)_,_,
H{Z)H{Z)

G(z-M)
+ £M*=*dG(y)
if z>M
z
" < G(z-M)- jrj* -^dG{y) if z<M.

(42 40)

'

Inn view of Z = UY + M we have EGY = -2M and EGY2 = 3(1 + M 2 ).
Consequently,, Jensen's inequality yields M < [—\/3, y/S\. In view of
ww > y/d, v > \ / 3 , and M e [-V3, \/3] we have that M + u > 0 and
t>> — M > 0. This implies that
P(ZP(Z < -u or Z > v) = H{-u -M) +

\-H{v-M)

44
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(1 -

+ /

y

JV-M

)dG(y) + /

(1

y

JV-M

)dG(y)
y

with h
*(!,)) = [1 + ^ ]

+

V o , + [1 -

V

—^]+hy>0]-

(4.2.41)

Wee have to bound
sup{Esup{EGG^(Y)^(Y)

: \M\ < >/3,

(4.2.4

GG

EEGGYY = - 2 M , EGY2 = 3(1 + M 2 )}.
Wee need two lemmas and a remark to finish the proof of this theorem.

Lemmaa 4.2.3 Let u > V3, v > V% and M £ [-V3, \/3]. #>r eac/ï
randomrandom variable Y with distribution function G, there exists a random
variablevariable YQ with distribution function GQ that has all its mass at three
pointspoints at most, satisfying EGoty(Y0) > EGV(Y), EGoY0 = EGY, and
EEGGXX

<

EGY2-

Prooff of Lemma 4.2.3
Definee the new random variable Y0 by
PPGoGo(Y(Y00 = EG(Y\Y >v-M))
= PG(Y
>v-M):
PPGoGo(Y(Y00 = EG(Y\ -u-M
< Y < v-M)) = PG(-u-M
and d
P G O WW = EG(Y\Y <-uM)) = PG(Y <-uM).
Itt may be seen that the expectation of YQ satisfies
EEGoGoYY00 =
EG(Y\Y>v-M)PG(Y>v-M)
+E+EGG(Y\(Y\ -u-M
<Y <v- M)PG(-u
+E+EGG(Y\Y(Y\Y <-uM)PG{Y <-u-M)

<Y <

v-M),

-M <Y <m + v
= EGY.
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andd the second moment of Y0 equals
EEGoGoYY22

= (EG(Y\Y > v - M))2PG{Y > v - M)
+(E+(EGG(Y\(Y\ -u-M
<Y <v- M))2PG{-u -M <Y < v - M
+{E+{EGG(Y\Y(Y\Y <-uM))2PG{Y
<-u-M)
2
<< EG(Y \Y >v- M)PG{Y
>v-M)
22
+E+EGG(Y(Y \\ -u-M
<Y <-M + v)PG(-u -M <Y
<v-M
22
2
+E+EGG{Y{Y \Y\Y <-uM)PG{Y <-u-M)
= EGY .

Sincee EG{Y\Y < -u - M) < -u - M < EG(Y\ - u - M <Y <
vv — M) < v — M < EG(Y\Y >v — M), we have by Jensen's inequality
EEGGV(Y)V(Y)

=
EG{^{Y)\Y>v-M)PG{Y>v-M)
+E+EGG{V{Y)\{V{Y)\
-u-M<Y<v-M)
PPGG(-u(-u -M <Y
<v-M)
+E+EGG{V(Y)\Y{V(Y)\Y <-uM)PG(Y
<-u-M)
<< ^{EG(Y\Y >v- M))PG{Y
>v-M)
+^!(E+^!(EGG(Y\(Y\ -u-M
<Y
<v-M))
PPGG{-u{-u -M <Y
<v-M)
+y{E+y{EGG{Y\Y{Y\Y <-uM))PG{Y <-u-M)
= EGoV{Y0).
DD

Inn view of Lemma 4.2.3 the supremum in (4.2.42) equals at most
sup{£ G o *(r 0 )) : \M\ < A

EGoY0 = - 2 M ,

Go o

EEGOGOYQYQ

< 3(1 + M 2 ), Co is degenerate at three points at most}.

Itt may be seen that the value of EGoty(Yo) can be enlarged if GQ with
EEGoGoYY00 < 3(1 + M 2 ) is replaced by an appropriate G0 with EGoY02 =
3(11 4- M 2 ). Consequently, the supremum in (4.2.42) equals
sup{£Gotf(Yb)) : \M\ < A

EGoY0 = - 2 M ,

(4.2.43)

Go o

EEGQGQYQYQ

= 3(1 + M2), Go is degenerate at three points at most}.
DD

Thee remark we need is the following.
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Remarkk 4.2.1 If v > V3, u > >/3, and M e [-V5, VS], then
uv-3-uv-3-

M(u

-v)>0

holds. holds.
Proof f
Itt may be seen that the following inequalities hold
(u(u - Vs)(v + y/S) - (M + VS){u -v)>0
and d

if

v>u,

(u(u + y/S)(v - \/3) + (V5 - Af)(« - u) > 0 if v <w. .
DD

Thee last lemma we use is the following.
Lemmaa 4.2.4 Let u > y/3, v > \/3 and M e [—y/S.y/S]. Consider
aa random variable Yo which has a distribution function GQ that has
allall its mass at three points at most If the expected value of Y0 equals
EEGoGoYY00 = -2M and EGoY2 = 3(1 + M2), then (for V from (4.2Al))

ss

EE

44

^^ ^^4^^4 -^f--^f-

Proof f
Sincee the distribution function Go is degenerate at three points at most,
wee may write

{

-a-a

p

bb with probability l—p — q
cc
q,
wheree -a < -u - M < 0, c > v - M > 0, 0 < p < 1, and 0 < q < 1.
2
Sincee EGoY0 -ap-ap
= -2M +and
EGoY02 =+3(1
), we have
b{l-p-q)
cq +
= M-2M
22
2
2
(4-2-45) )
aa pp + b (l-pq) + c q = 3(1 + M 2 )
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pp = (2bM + bc + 3 + 3M 2 + 2cM)/((a + b)(a + c)),
and d
gg = (aft + 2aM - 3 + 3Af2 - 2bM)/({a + c)(6 - c)),
z = l - p - g == (-ca - 2aM + 3 + 3Af2 + 2cM)/((-c + &)(& + a)).
Inn view of w > \ / 3 , v > >/3 and M e [—•>/3, \/3] we have that -u-M
00 < v — Af, and hence we have to determine
supp £ G o ^(y 0 )
a,b,c,Ma,b,c,M

= sup

<

h(a,b,c,M)

a,b,c,M

over r
- aa < -Af -u<0<v-M
<c
-M-M -u<b<v
- M
2
0<p=0<p= (2bM + bc + 3 + 3M + 2cM)/((a + b){a + c))
<<
00 < q = {ab + 2aM - 3 - 3M 2 - 2bM)/((a + c)(& - c))
00 < 2 = (-ca - 2aM + 3 -f 3Af2 + 2cM)/((-c + b)(b + a))
Mee [-VS,VS],U>VS,V>
vt,
(4.2.46) )
with h
.
u-MN
,, , w + M.26M +fec+ 3 + 3Af2 + 2cM
= 1+
+ 1
aa
(a + 6)(a + c)
c
2
aaa + 2aAf - 3 - 3Af - 2bM
(a(a + c)(b-c)
'
Considerr the derivatives of h with respect to a, 6, c, Af and solve the
systemm formed by them. Denote by Si and ti, i = 1,2, 3, the solutions
inn x of
, ,, ,
,.v
Ma,, 6, c, M)

4X 33 + ( - 2 7 - 2 7 ? ; 4 - 5 4 Ï ; 2 ) X + 5 4 ? ; 3 W + 2 7 Ï ; 5 W - 2 7 V 4 + 2 7 ^ - 2 7 - 5 4 ^

2

= 0

and d
4z 33 + (-27-27u 4 -54u 2 )x+54u 3 *; + 2 7 u ^ ; - 2 7 u 4 + 2 7 ^ - 2 7 - 5 4 ^ = 0,
respectively.. The system formed by
{dh/da{dh/da = 0, dh/db = 0, dh/dc = 0, dh/dM = 0},
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hass the solutions
{aa = Si/v, b = 0,c = 3/2(1 + v2)/v, M = - 1 / u } , « = 1,2,3,
{aa - 3/4w + 3/4v, b = 0, c = 3/4w + 3/4u, M = l/2v - l/2u},
{aa = 3/2(1 + w2)/u, 6 - 0, c - t f /«, M = l/w}, z = 1,2,3,
{aa = M - >/3, b = 2y/3, c = v + A/3, M - V^},
andd {a = u + \/3, 6 = - 2 \ / 3 , C = v-VS,M = - V3}.
Thee first solution yields /i = 4/(9(1 + v2)), the second /i = 4(4 + (u v)v)22)/(9(u)/(9(u + v)2), the third h = 4/(9(1 + w2)), and the fourth and the
fifthh stationary points yield h — 0. It may be seen that 4(4 + (u —
v)v)22)/(9(u)/(9(u + t>)2) is the largest value of the function h at the stationary
points.. Due to the huge technical difficulties the above solutions had
too be obtained via a Maple program.
Complicatedd calculations in Maple show that at the boundary of
thee domain (4.2.46) we have h(a, b, c, M) < 4(4+ (u
-v)2)/(9{u-\-v)2).
Thee complete proof of this result will be published elsewhere.
Thiss finishes the proof of Lemma 4.2.4.
D

Thiss lemma shows that (4.2.43) and hence (4.2.42) equals the right
handd side of (4.2.32). The other statements of the theorem follow by
straightforwardd computations and by taking u = v + 2/v and v =
uu + 2/u, respectively.
•
Notee that the upper bounds obtained if the distribution function
iss unimodal, are 4/9 of the upper bounds obtained in the arbitrary
distributionn case.

Chapterr 5
Capabilityy Indices and the
Proportionn of Nonconforming
items s
5.11

Introduction

Qualityy characteristics of items are often measured in order to determinee the capability of the production process. Usually, the customer
determiness a specification area or tolerance zone by setting lower (LSL)
andd upper (USL) specification limits to require a certain quality from
thee supplier. If all items have values of the quality characteristic inside
thee specification area, the process is called capable. However, many processess produce both conforming and nonconforming items, and hence a
measuree to quantify the capability of the process was needed. Juran,
Gyrnaa and Bingham (1974) introduced the capability index Cp as the
ratioo of the length of the specification area to six times the standard
deviationn of the production process. Later, Sullivan (1984, 1985) definedfined the Cpk as the ratio of the minimal distance of the specification
limitss to the process average to three times the standard deviation of
thee process (if the average is in between the specification limits). These
indicess are popular in industry and are used for many purposes, see
Delerydd (1996) or Kotz and Lovelace (1998). For instance, the automobilee industry requires Cpk-values of at least 1.33 or 1.67 from their
79 9
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suppliers. .
Itt is generally known that capability indices have meaning only if
thee process is in statistical control. Only then the established process
capabilityy indicates the process capability of future production. How
strictt this rule is applied in practice is unknown. Furthermore, the
capabilityy indices Cp and Cpk generally do not provide us with the
proportionn of nonconforming items. If the distribution function of the
qualityy characteristic is known, the relationship between these indices
andd the proportion nonconforming may be easily derived, but only for
normalityy it is generally known which values of the Cpk correspond to
whichh level of the proportion nonconforming, see Boyles (1991) and
Tablee 5.1 for one-sided specifications. Last but not least, describing a
processs with only one or two values might be too simple. Therefore,
somee researchers believe that the indices should not be used at all or
att least with the utmost care.
Gunterr (1989) states that the use of capability indices is "a kind
off mindless effort that managers confuse with real statistical process
controll efforts". Pearn, Kotz and Johnson (1992) view capabilities
ass "surrogates" for the proportion nonconforming and Franklin and
Wassermann (1992) state that process capability indices are "not meaningfull for non-normal process data". Furthermore, Nelson (1992) wrote
clearlyy that "
to characterize a process with a single number is fundamentallyy flawed". Pignatiello Jr. and Ramberg (1993) typically called
theirr paper "Process capability indices: Just say "No!"" and in Kaminsky,, Dovich and Burke (1998) the indices are referred to as some kind
off "statistical terrorism". We do not disagree with these researchers,
andd as alternative we propose to calculate several numbers that, used
together,, describe the process capability in a practical way.
Firstt of all we believe that practitioners should have knowledge of
thee maximum proportion of nonconforming items if a certain process
capabilityy is obtained. This gives a worst case scenario. For one-sided
specificationss we have established in Chapter 4, Theorem 4.2.1, a sharp
upperr bound for the proportion nonconforming if the distribution of
thee quality characteristic is unknown and belongs to the class of unimodall distributions. This class includes the Student's t, the logistic, the
gamma,, the y2, the exponential, the lognormal and the Weibull distri-
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bution,, for which we establish the maximum proportion nonconformingg numerically. Secondly, we need to estimate capability indices that
doo approximate the proportion of nonconforming items better than the
standardd capability indices Cp and Cpk- Two adaptive capability indices
thatt penalize the standard capability indices for skewness of the distribution,, are investigated. These two indices are defined by Munechika
(1986)) and Bai and Choi (1997) and are relatively easy to calculate
inn practice. For stable processes, the standard capability indices, the
adaptivee capability indices and the unimodal upper bound together give
aa good understanding of the capability of a process without having to
estimatee the underlying distribution or to transform the data. On the
otherr hand, estimating or approximating the distribution of the quality
characteristicc may reduce the upper bound to the maximum proportion
nonconformingg of an appropriate parametric distribution considerably.
Lack-of-knowledgee of the distribution does not conflict with the assumptionn of in statistical control. Nonparametric or distribution free
methodss for control charts exist (see Chakraborti, Van der Laan and
Bakirr (2001)) as well as some estimation methods for control limits that
aree robust against deviations from normality, see Chapter 3. Furthermore,, the technique that is used for capability indices in Bai and Choi
(1997)) was first applied on control limits for skewed distributions to
judgee stability of the process, see Bai and Choi (1995).
Inn Section 5.2, we give an overview of the capability indices that will
bee studied throughout this chapter. The maximum proportions of nonconformingg items for unimodal and several parametric distributions is
discussedd in Section 5.3. In Section 5.4 we investigate the performance
off the two adaptive capability indices on the selected distributions. Conclusionss and recommendations are given in Section 5.5.

5.22

Capability Indices

Thee potential capability index Cp is defined by (USL — LSL)/6a, with
USLUSL and LSL the upper and lower specification limits, respectively,
andd a the process standard deviation. It is called potential, since it
onlyy tells us how many units of 6a fit into the specification area. It
doess not take into account the mean of the process. (It is like parking
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yourr car into a garage; the car fits inside the door opening, but a small
steeringg mistake will cause the car to hit the front wall.) For this reason,
thee Cpk was introduced as

ji-LSLji-LSL

CCpkpk = min{-

3<r r

USL-fi
3(7 7

,,

(5.2.1) )

withh \x the process average (see also Chapter 1, (1.4.4)). It is obvious
thatt the Cpk is the minimum of a capability index for the lower and
upperr specification limit and that it equals at most the Cp. If the distributionn of the quality characteristic is known, the proportion of nonconformingg items for two-sided specifications is completely determined
byy the capability indices Cp and Cpk. It may be seen that for one-sided
specificationss we only need the Cpk to determine the proportion nonconforming.. For several Cp*-values, the proportion of nonconforming
itemss is listed in Table 5.1 for one-sided specifications and a normal
distributionn of the quality characteristic. Note that from now on the
abbreviationn "ppm" means parts per million.
CCppk k

1/3 3 1/2 2 2/3 3 1 1 4/3 3 3/2 2 5/3 3 2 2

ppm m 158655 566807 722750 01350 031.69 93.40 00.287 70.001 1
Tablee 5.1: The proportion nonconforming in ppm, under normality, for
differentt values of CpkManyy alternative capability indices were described in literature for
severall reasons, see for an overview Kotz and Lovelace (1998). Some
weree developed for situations that the target, specified by the customer,
iss not exactly in the middle of the specification area and other indices
incorporatedd the Taguchi loss function. Some researchers proposed nonparametricc estimates of the capability indices that may be used for
distributionss that deviate from normality, see Clements (1989) or Rodriguezz (1992). The disadvantage of the nonparametric indices is that
theyy require large sample sizes to determine accurate values of the indices,, see Wu (2001). He also showed that these capability indices
overestimatee or underestimate the true capability depending on the underlyingg distribution.
Therefore,, we will discuss two other capability indices that are developedd by Munechika (1986) and Bai and Choi (1997) for skewed dis-
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tributions.. For one-sided specifications they are of the form
ACpA:,,

A > 0,

(5.2.2)

withh the parameter A denoting the correction coefficient. The coefficient
shouldd be smaller than 1 if the distribution is skewed to the side of the
one-sidedd specification limit and larger than 1 if it is skewed in the oppositee direction. We call these indices adaptive capability indices, since
theyy adapt to skewed distributions. They have the same interpretation
ass the standard capability indices under normality.
Forr Munechika's (1986) method, the correction coefficient A is calculatedd as follows. Let F be the distribution function of the quality
characteristicc with zero expectation, and unit standard deviation and
lett $ be the standard normal distribution. Choose Cp\ such that
F(3CF(3Cpkpk)) = $(3C pA ).

(5.2.3)

Thiss is equivalent with
C|1xx = |*- 1 (F(3C1*)),

(5.2.4)

andd in view of (5.2.2), the correction coefficient A equals

AA = JL*-»(F(3CW).

(5.2.5)

Inn order to approximate the function $ _ 1 ( F ) , Munechika (1986) used a
Cornish-Fisherr expansion on the inverse of this function, i. e. F_1(<E>).
Iff X has distribution F and U has distribution <£, then F _ 1 ($(£/)) is
UU + BW)

+ B2(U) + • • • + Bk(U) + • • •,

with h
5 l (C/))

= |(C/2-l),

and d

BB22(U)(U) =
and d

^(U*-SU)-^(2U*-5U),

(5.2.6)
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wheree k3 denotes the skewness E Xs and k^ the kurtosis EX4. Munechika
(1986)) used the first order approximation of F~l($(x)) equal to
xx + B^x) = x + ^(x2 - 1).

(5.2.7)

Thee inverse of this approximation formula in (5.2.7) may now be substitutedd into equation (5.2.5) as an approximation for the correction
coefficient.. This results in
A = v l + 2 C f c 33

+

fc3V9-A

h

>

Q

( 5 2 g )

Moree generally, we do not have to assume zero expectation and unit
variancee due to location and scale invariance of the distribution functionn F. Furthermore, the correction coefficient may also be generalized
too negative skewness, but this will be omitted here. If the underlying
distributionn function F is unknown, then the mean fi may be estimated
byy the sample mean, a by the sample standard deviation, and the skewnesss &3 by the standard methods existing in literature.
Baii and Choi (1997) proposed another correction coefficient which is
basedd on the weighted variance method that was developed by Choobineh
andd Ballard (1987). For two sided specifications, the capability indices
aree denoted by C™ and C™k and are defined as (cf. Kotz and Lovelace
(1998)) )
(USL-LSL(USL-LSL USL-LSL]
CTT = min I
-==r-, — — • = = — \
(5.2.9)
and d

fi-LSLfi-LSL USL-u,
CpCpkk = min ^ ——y==-, ——y==},
7
3<JV2Q3<JV2Q

3aV2P

(5.2.10)

withh P = PF(X < a) and Q = 1 - P.
Notee that for one-sided specification limits the C™k is of the form
(5.2.2),, with A equal to l/y/2P or l/y/2Q for an upper and lower specificationn limit, respectively. In order to estimate the newly proposed
indicess C™ and C™k we have to estimate the mean /i, the standard
deviationn a and the probability P. If the distribution function F is unknown,, then /i can be estimated by the sample mean, a by the sample
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standardd deviation, and P by the proportion of data points below the
samplee average.
Sincee these adaptive indices penalize the standard capability indices
forr skewness, their values may be read as that of standard indices for
normallyy distributed quality characteristics. For instance, if Cp\ or C™k
iss equal to 1, the proportion of nonconforming items should be approximatelyy equal to 1350 ppm (see Table 5.1). How well these indices
adaptt to skewness will be discussed in Section 5.4. Note that the adaptivee capability indices should not be used for symmetrical non-normal
distributions,, since they adjust for skewness only.
Wee focus on one-sided specification limits, since skewness of the
distributionn of the quality characteristic usually implies one-sided specifications.. Examples are for instance the amount of surface roughness,
thee length of dirt particles and impurities of a chemical substance (see
O'Neill and Krishnamoorthi (1997)). Furthermore, McCoy (1991) states
thatt "the number of real-life production runs that are normal enough
too provide truly accurate estimates of the population distribution are
moree likely the exceptions".

5.33

Maximum Proportion Nonconforming

Supposee the random variable X with distribution function F represents
thee value of a quality characteristic. Denote the expectation by // and
thee standard deviation by a and assume, without loss of generality, that
thee quality characteristic should be less than an upper specification limit
USL.USL. The proportion of nonconforming items is equal to
P(XP(X > USL) = 1-F{fi

+ S(rCpk).

Forr a completely unknown distribution function Cantelli's inequality
(seee Chapter 4, Theorem 4.1.1) implies that the proportion nonconformingg cannot be larger than
P(XP(X > USL) < g ^ - j - ,

(5.3.11)

forr Cpk > 0. Equality in (5.3.11) is obtained for the variable X satisfyingg P(X = 1/(3C M )) = ( 9 C l ) / ( l + 9C?fc) and P(X = 3C pt ) =
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1/(11 + 9Cpfc). Of course, practical situations hardly ever deal with these
extremee distribution functions and hence, Cantelli's inequality gives too
largee an upper bound for the proportion nonconforming. An appropriatee class of practical distributions is not easy to determine and therefore
manyy researchers focus on parametric distributions only.
Littigg and Lam (1993) proposed the gamma distribution with three
parameterss to characterize the quality characteristic. Levinson (1997)
proposedd the same distribution with only two parameters. Examples he
studiedd are chemical substances and the mileage between vehicle breakdowns.. Somerville and Montgomery (1996) considered the Student's t,
thee gamma, the lognormal and the Weibull distribution in a computationall study for capability indices. O'Neil Jr. and Krishnamoorthi
(1997)) have modelled the sample distribution with a lognormal distributionn in examples from the machine shop environment, such as surface
roughnesss and face flatness.
AA class of distributions that contains all of these parametric distributionss and is smaller than the set of all distribution functions, is the
classs of unimodal distributions. Note that a unimodal distribution has
ann increasing-decreasing density with only one maximum. Shortly, it
hass just one top, the mode. Restricting the distributions to unimodal
distributionss and assuming that Cpk > l / \ / 3 , Cantelli's upper bound
mayy be reduced with a factor 4/9, i.e.

p{x>USL)p{x>USL)

4^ctr~Y4^ctr~Y

AA proof of this inequality may be found Chapter 4, Theorem 4.2.1.
AA generalization of this inequality, namely a inequality for two-sided
specifications,, may be found in Theorem 4.2.3.
Equalityy in (5.3.12) is attained for a distribution function that has
masss at zero and is linear up to a certain value. For values of x below
zeroo the distribution function is zero and for values larger than (1 +
9Cp9Cpkk)/(2C)/(2Cppk)k) the distribution function is one. For values of x in (0,
9Cp9Cpkk)/(2C)/(2Cppk)),k)), the distribution function is given by
F(x)F(x) = (9C& - l / 3 ) / ( l + 9C&) + 8zCW(3(l + 9C^) 2 ).
Thiss distribution function will now be referred to as the extreme unimodall (EU) distribution.
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Althoughh this distribution may not describe many business processes,, similar distributions may. For instance, the delivery time as
ann output of logistic processes that take care of shipping goods. Often
thee goods are delivered on time but sometimes they are too late. This
impliess that the delivery time has mass at zero (the requested delivery
date)) and is approximately continuously distributed for positive values.
Anotherr example is for instance testing for flammability of plastic bars.
Manyy bars may not burn and for those who do, the burning time is measured.. Again, mass at zero (no burning) and also positive continuous
measurementss for some bars.
Distribution n Expectation n

Variance e

Normal l
Studentt t
Logistic c
Gamma a
22

a* a*
k/{kk/{k - 2)

x

Exponential l
Lognormal l
Weibull l
EU U

A* *
00
aa
aj3 aj3
kk
1/A A
e a+/?

2

/2 2

/3T(11 + 1/a)
l/(3Cp*) )

0W/3 20W/3
2
a(3a(3
2k k
1/A2 2

e2«+^(e/?
22

Skewness s
00
00
00
2/y/a 2/y/a
2y/2/k 2y/2/k
22

2

_l) )
{{eeP+2)y/eP-l P+2)y/eP-l
aa * *
A;3 3
11
( 2 7 q j kk - 2C& + l / 2 7 ) / ( 8 C ^ )

Tablee 5.2: The expectation, the variance and the skewness of several
parametricc distributions.
Wee will now study the maximum proportion nonconforming for severall parametric distributions and see how close they come to the upper
boundd in (5.3.12). The distributions we will study are the Student'ss t, the logistic, the gamma, the x 2 , the exponential, the lognormal
andd the Weibull distribution. The parameterization of the distributionss is in accordance with Johnson and Kotz (1970) and the expectation,, the variance and the skewness of the parametric distributions are
listedd in Table 5.2. This table shows that the variance and the skewnesss of the Weibull distribution are equal to a2* = /32(T (1 + 2/a) —
{ r ( ll + 1/a)}2), and A;3* = [T(l + 3/a) - ST(1 + l/a)F{l + 2/a) +
2(r(ll + l/a)) 2 ]/[/? 2 (r (1 + 2/a) - {r (1 + 1/a)} 2 )], respectively, with
rr the gamma function. Furthermore, the variance of the Student's t
distributionn only exists for degrees of freedom k larger than 2.
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Thee maximum proportion of nonconforming items may be establishedd explicitly for the logistic and the exponential distributions. For
thee logistic distribution the proportion of nonconforming equals
P(XP(X >fi + 3aCpk) = 1 - (1 + expj-Trv^Cpfc})-1,
andd for the exponential distribution this proportion is
P{X>fiP{X>fi

e^1+3C^\

+ 3aCpk) =

Sincee these proportions do not depend on the parameters (only on
thee Cpfc), the maximum proportion nonconforming for a given capability
iss the same. For the other distributions studied it is much more difficultt to obtain closed expressions for the (maximum) proportion nonconforming.. Therefore, we have determined the maximum via numerical
calculationss for several Cpk-values. Some parameters do not play a role
inn the calculation of the proportion nonconforming. For the gamma
andd the Weibull distribution the scale parameter j3 has no influence
andd hence is set to unity. Furthermore, for convenience we also choose
aa equal to one for the lognormal distribution. Tables 5.3 and 5.4 show
thee numerical results as well as the parameter values that do influence
andd maximize the proportion nonconforming. Only two decimals are
listedd for the parameters, but a higher number of decimals is used for
thee calculation of the proportion nonconforming.
Gamma a
m aa
ppm m k
5 OO O 158655 5oo
00.62 2 50567 7 1
00.22 2 23985 5 1

Normal l

xx1 1

k ppm
o158655
1/3 3158655
1 50390
2/3 3 22750
1 22040
1 1 1350
32 20.11 1 13831 1 1 1 9878
4/3 3
0 00.07 7 8959 9 1 1 4498
5/3 3
0 00.05 5 6261 1 1 1 2071
2 2

Cpk Cpk

ppm

Student'ss t Exponential l

mk
5oo
07
03
83
83
13

k ppm
o158655
7 24934
3 6923
3 3083
3 1620
3 951

m
5
4
3
3
0

1

ppm m
135335
49787
18316
6738
2479

5
7
6
8
9

912 2

Tablee 5.3: Maximum proportion nonconforming for several values of Cpk
forr the normal, gamma, x 2 , Student's t and exponential distribution.
Fromm Table 5.3 we may see that the maximum proportion nonconformingg for the gamma, the x2 a n d the Student's ^-distribution are
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Logistic c Lognormal l

ppm
1/3 3 140180
2/3 3 25892
1 1 4315
4/3 3 706
5/3 3
115
2 2
19

^pk ^pk

1 158641
6 44646
3 18699
0 9863
2 5980
1 3973

EU U
ppm m ppm m

Weibull l

m /? ? ppm m a a
00.01
20.56
50.83
61.00
51.12
91.21

89

12.86
60.98
90.67
30.55
00.48
30.43

6164541
8 49802
7 21666
5 11700
8 7210
3 4847

1222222
2 88889
6 44444
0 26144
0 17094
7 12012

2
9
4
4
4
2

Tablee 5.4: Maximum proportion nonconforming for several values of Cpk
forr the logistic, lognormal, Weibull and extreme unimodal distribution.
equall to the proportion nonconforming of the normal distribution for
CpkCpk = 1/3. According to the Central Limit Theorem, the gamma, the
X22 and the Student's t converge to the normal distribution if the parameterss that influence the proportion nonconforming are increasing
too infinity. Numerically, we saw that the proportion nonconforming
increasess if the corresponding parameters increase and hence the maximumm is equal to the normal distribution. Furthermore, note that the
gamma,, the Weibull, and the lognormal distribution give relative large
maximumm proportions nonconforming in relation to the normal distributionn for larger C^-values. Note that a distribution cannot have
higherr proportions nonconforming than the normal distribution for all
Cpfc-values.. A heavy tail must be compensated below a certain processs capability. Tables 5.3 and 5.4 also show that all distributions are
smallerr than the extreme unimodal distribution, although we were surprisedd how close the gamma and the Weibull distributions approached
thee bound in (5.3.12). Note that the parametric distributions all have
aa tail that is approximately exponential and the extreme distribution
hass a linear tail.
Practicall situations will likely give lower proportions of nonconformingg items. The process capability and the parameters are chosen such
thatt they maximize the proportion nonconforming. In practice, it is
unlikelyy that those choices appear together. On the other hand it gives
uss a worst case scenario if we may approximate the distribution of the
qualityy characteristic with one of these parametric distributions. A
probabilityy plot or a statistical test may be used to determine which
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parametricc distribution is appropriate. If the parametric distributions
clearlyy do not fit we still have the upper bound of the unimodal distributionss in (5.3.12). Furthermore, if normality of the quality characteristic
iss not rejected, the Student's t and the logistic distribution determine
thee maximum proportions nonconforming. Note that it is difficult to
determinee the difference between a normal distribution and a Student's
tt distribution on the basis of a sample. Only large samples will pick up
thiss difference. The maximum proportions nonconforming from Table
5.33 and 5.4 help us determine how much conforming items we may producee at least. Although the maximum proportions nonconforming show
thee worst case process capability, we believe that a proper estimate of
thee process capability index will determine what the capability is on
average. .

5.44

Evaluation of Adaptive Capability Indices s

Munechikaa (1986) developed a capability index for skewed distributions
andd believed that many practical examples may be modelled by linearr combinations of \2 distributions, see Table 1 of Munechika (1986).
However,, a study on how well the index adapts for skewness of these
distributionss was not performed. Unfortunately, we could not obtain
thee manuscript of Bai and Choi (1997) to examine the performance
off their indices. However, in Bai and Choi (1995) the same technique
wass applied to the estimation of control limits of the X control chart.
Forr the exponential distribution the asymmetric control limits adapt
welll only for large subgroup sizes. For small subgroup sizes the performancee is less, but it always performs better than the normal estimator
forr the Shewhart control chart. More generally, we will investigate how
welll the capability indices of Munechika (1986) and Bai and Choi (1997)
adaptt to skewness using the skewed distributions of the previous section
listedd in Tables 5.3 and 5.4. Recall that the adaptive capability indices
shouldd be viewed as indices for normal distributions. This means that
bothh 1 - $(3CpX) and 1 - $(3CJ£.) should be close to 1 - F(fi + 3aCpk).
Tabless 5.5 and 5.6 contain the values of the capability index of
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Munechikaa (1986) with the predicted proportion nonconforming of the
distributionss studied in Tables 5.3 and 5.4. For the calculation of CpX
thee skewness of the selected distribution may be determined by substitutingg the parameter values into the skewness of Table 5.2. We omit the
normal,, Student's t and logistic distributions since they are symmetric
distributionss and the Cpk is not adjusted, i.e. Cpk = CpX = C™k. Tables
5.77 and 5.8 list the same results, but then for the capability index of
Baii and Choi (1997).
Thee predicted proportions nonconforming in Tables 5.5 and 5.6
shouldd be compared to the real proportions from Tables 5.3 and 5.4. For
thee parametric distributions, the predicted proportions nonconforming
aree larger than the real proportions. For these distributions the capabilityy index of Munechika (1986) penalizes the process capability Cpk
tooo much. The larger the process capability index Cpk becomes, the
largerr the correction becomes. We may also see that the predicted proportionss nonconforming for the gamma, the Weibull and the lognormal
distributionn are even higher than the upper bound in (5.3.12) for Cpk
valuess larger than 1. For the Cpk less than 4/3, the predicted proportionn nonconforming is smaller than the real proportion nonconforming
off the extreme unimodal distribution and larger for higher values of the
CCpkpk.. We believe that the capability index CpX adjust better to the x 2 ,
thee exponential and the extreme unimodal distribution, but worse for
thee gamma, the lognormal and the Weibull distribution.
Gamma a
XX2 2
CCpk pk a a CCppx x ppm m k k CCpp\ \ ppm
1/3 3 oo o 0.33 3158655 5oo o0.33 3 158655
2/3 30.62 20.50 0 68492 2 1 10.49 9 71767
1 1 0.22 20.56 6 45770 0 1 10.62 2 31947
4/3 30.11 10.60 0 36818 8 1 10.73 3 14022
5/3 30.07 70.62 2 30935 5 1 10.84 4 6080
2 2 0.05 50.64 4 26731 1 1 10.93 3 2609

Exponential l

m CCppx x ppm m
50.33
70.51
70.67
20.80
00.92
9 1.04

3 158655
1 61612
7 22750
0 8083
2 2786
4
936

5
2
0
3
6

6

Tablee 5.5: Munechika capability indices and the predicted proportion
nonconformingg for the gamma, the \2 and the exponential distribution.
Thee skewness of the distributions in Tables 5.3 and 5.4 may explain
thiss difference in performance. The skewness of the gamma distribu-
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(spk (spk

(3 (3 CCppx x ppm m a a

1/3 30.01
2/3 30.56
1 1 0.83
4/3 31.00
5/3 31.12
2 2 1.21

10.33
60.51
30.57
00.59
20.60
10.60

3 158655
1 62217
7 43198
9 37806
0 36618
0 36983

EU U
CCppx x ppm mCCppx x ppm m

Weibull l

Lognormal l
52.86
70.98
80.67
60.55
80.48
30.43

60.33
80.51
70.58
50.61
80.63
30.63

3 158655
1 62452
8 41314
1 32871
3 29316
3 28629

50.33
20.52
40.60
10.65
60.69
90.71

3 158655
2 60083
0 35073
5 25049
9 19904
1 16846

5
3
3
9
4
6

Tablee 5.6: The Munechika capability index and the predicted proportionn nonconforming for the lognormal, the Weibull and the extreme
unimodall distribution.
tionss in Table 5.3 are 0, 2.5, 4.3, 6.0, 7.6, and 8.9 for the corresponding
parameterss oo, 0.62, 0.22, 0.11, 0.07, and 0.05 respectively. The lognormall and the Weibull distribution in Table 5.4 give even larger skewness
valuess than the corresponding gamma distributions. The skewness of
thee exponential distributions in Table 5.3 is always 2 and for the x2
distributionss it is A/2, except for the first one in Table 5.3. The extremee unimodal distribution has skewness values 0.5, 1.9, 3.1, 4.3, 5.5,
andd 6.6 for the Cpfc-values 1/3, 2/3, 1, 4/3, 5/3, and 2, respectively.
Notee that the selected gamma, lognormal and Weibull distributions are
moree skewed than the x2> the exponential, and the extreme unimodal
distributionn for Cp^-values at least larger than 2/3. Hence, the approximationn used by Munechika (1986) is (most likely) less accurate for
extremee skewness.
Thee predicted proportions nonconforming of the Bai and Choi capabilityy index in Tables 5.7 and 5.8, clearly show that the capability index
iss not corrected enough. For Cpfc-values less than 1, the predictions are
closee to the real proportions nonconforming. However, the larger the
processs capability index becomes the bigger the gap between these two
proportions.. The probability of obtaining a value below the average is
probablyy not the right correction coefficient for tail behavior far away
fromm the average. Furthermore, the values of the skewness of the selectedd distributions in Tables 5.3 and 5.4 are extreme for many practicall applications but the correction coefficient of Bai and Choi (1997)
cann never be less than l / \ / 2 . For extreme skewness smaller correction
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coefficientss are necessary to adjust for the proportion nonconforming.
Maybe,, the index of Bai and Choi (1997) adapts better for large values
off the Cpk if the distribution is less skewed than those from Tables 5.3
andd 5.4.

xx1 1

Exponential l
u
ppm
m
a
a
k
k
ppm
m
ppm m
Cpfc c
°pfc c
pfc c
1/3 3 oo o 0.33 3 158655 5 oo o 0.33 3 158655 5 0.30 0 186901 1
2/3 3 0.62 2 0.58 8 41518 8 1 1 0.57 7 43485 5 0.59 9 37640 0
7334 4 1 1 0.86 6
1 1 0.22 2 0.81 1
5123 3 0.89 9 3814 4
889 9 1 1 1.14 4
4/3 3 0.11 1 1.04 4
309 9 1.19 9
187 7
67 7 1 1 1.43 3
5/3 3 0.07 7 1.27 7
44
9 9 1.48 8
2 2 0.05 5 1.51 1
3 3 1 1 1.71 1
0 0 1.78 8
00
Gamma a

Tablee 5.7: The Bai and Choi capability index and the predicted proportionn nonconforming for the normal, the gamma, the x 2 , the Student
tt and the exponential distribution.
Lognormal l
Weibull l
EU U
UU
UU
uu
ppm
m
ppm m
ppm
m
a
a
(spk (spk P P
pk pk
pk pk
pk pk
1/3 3 0.01 1 0.33 3 159137 7 2.86 6 0.33 3 161739 9 0.32 2 171391 1
2/3 3 0.56 6 0.60 0 35123 3 0.98 8 0.59 9 38005 5 0.54 4 53393 3
1 1 0.83 3 0.87 7 4536 6 0.67 7 0.85 5 5632 2 0.76 6 11693 3
335 5 0.55 5 1.10 0
4/3 3 1.00 0 1.13 3
497 7 0.98 8 1634 4
14 4 0.48 8 1.35 5
5/3 3 1.12 2 1.40 0
26 6 0.21 1
143 3
2 2 1.21 1 1.66 6
1 1 1.44 4
0 0 0.43 3 1.59 9
88

Tablee 5.8: The Bai and Choi capability index and the predicted proportionn nonconforming for the lognormal, the Weibull and the extreme
unimodall distribution.
Inn principle, it is easy to obtain an adaptive capability index of
thee form XCpk that predicts the real proportion nonconforming, but it
iss difficult to estimate in practice. In view of (5.2.5) for A equal to
<£_1(.F(/ii + 3aCPk))I(3CPk) the correction is perfect. This is the right
correctionn coefficient for skewed distributions, but it may be used also
forr symmetric (non-normal) distributions. However, for large values of
Cpk,Cpk, F(fi^-3aCpk) is hard to estimate without a large sample size, since
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itt is almost equal to 1. This also shows that smaller values than the minimumm value l/\/2 of Bai and Choi (1997) are necessary. Furthermore,
itt shows that we first have to estimate the proportion nonconforming
andd then translate it back to a capability index. Future research may
deliverr approximations that do not require an estimate for the proportionn nonconforming itself and will lead to better adaptive capability
indicess than those of Munechika (1986) and Bai and Choi (1997). Note
thatt Munechika (1986) already approximated this correction coefficient
AA with a Cornish-Fisher expansion.
Ann easy improvement of the capability index of Munechika (1986)
cann be obtained as follows. In view of (5.3.12) we have that F{(i +
Z<7CZ<7Cpkpk)) is larger than (81Cp\ + 5)/(8lC^k + 9). Since A = ^~1{F]JI
3aC3aCPPk))J(3Ck))J(3CPPk)k) we have that the correction coefficient A for
modall distribution should always be larger than XEU = ^ _1 ((8lC^ fc +
5)/(81Cpfcc + 9))/(3Cpk). If the correction coefficient A of Munechika
(1986)) in (5.2.8) is smaller than XEU, we replace Munechika's correctionn coefficient with XEU- i n this way, we never correct more than is
necessaryy for the extreme unimodal distribution.
Improvementss of the capability indices of Bai and Choi (1997), requestt a more severe correction coefficient for large values of the capabilityy index CPk. Maybe another power function of l/(2Pp(X </•*)),
insteadd of the square root, that depends on the Cpk should be considered.. However, the behavior of this correction coefficient should not be
muchh different from the original correction coefficient of Bai and Choi
(1997),, for smaller values of the capability index.
Thee distributions we have considered here are extreme since they
maximizee the proportion nonconforming. For less extreme situations
thee capability indices of Bai and Choi (1997) and Munechika (1986)
mightt perform better. On the other hand, used together these indices
givee a better understanding of the process capability than the upper
boundss and the standard capability only. The true process capability
indexx in (5.2.2) with A — $~l (F(/i+3crCpfc)) j\3Cpk) probably lies somewheree between the Bai and Choi's and Munechika's capability indices
andd an average of the two gives a better prediction. Of course, this only
improvess the individual indices when Bai and Choi and Munechika's
systematicallyy over and under estimate the process capability. A more
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in-depthh simulation study should determine that.

5.55

Conclusions and Recommendations

Forr normally distributed data, the standard capability indices Cp and
CCpkpk may be used to evaluate the process capability and the proportion
nonconformingg may be calculated directly. However, the proportion
nonconformingg can increase tremendously if the data are not normal.
Forr unimodal and several parametric distributions, we have listed limitss for the maximum proportion nonconforming for one-sided specifications.. These bounds indicate the worst proportion of nonconforming
itemss if a certain capability level is obtained. For skewed distributionss that maximize the proportion nonconforming, we have studied
thee adaptive indices of Munechika (1986) and Bai and Choi (1997).
Munechikaa (1986) seems to penalize the capability indices too much for
skewedd distributions and Bai and Choi (1997) do not penalize enough.
Wee believe that the true process capability is in between these two
indices. .
AA capability study should involve the calculation of the standard
capabilityy indices Cp and Cpk, the adaptive indices C™, C ^ , CpX and
thee maximum proportion of nonconforming items. The standard capabilityy indices give us the performance for normally distributed data
andd are needed for the calculation of the adaptive indices and the maximumm proportion nonconforming. The adaptive indices give a better
predictionn of the true process capability and the upper bound for unimodall distributions gives the worst possible capability. If through a
probabilityy plot or a statistical test the parametric distribution is approximated,, the maximum proportion nonconforming may be reduced
too the maximum proportion for that specific parametric distribution.
Furthermore,, we may conclude that research should be done for
improvingg the adaptive capability indices that predict the proportion
nonconformingg somewhat better. For extreme skewness a moderate improvementt has been given for Munechika's index and some ideas have
beenn proposed to improve the capability index of Bai and Choi (1997)
forr large Cpk-values. This research may result in the calculation of only
onee adaptive capability index, instead of two. Preferably, the new adap-
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tivee index should also adapt to symmetric non-normal data which will
completee our view of the calculation of process capability.
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Nederlandsee Samenvatting
Statisticall Process Control (SPC) wordt in het Nederlands vertaald als
Statistischee Procesbeheersing. Het doel van SPC is om een bedrijfsvoeringg te krijgen die geschoeid is op een kwantitatieve leest. Hierbij spelen
dee processen een centrale rol. SPC maakt onderscheid tussen variatie
diee te wijten is aan gewone oorzaken en die te wijten is aan speciale
oorzaken.. De procesinherente variatie wordt veroorzaakt door gewone
oorzakenn en wordt ook wel de stem van het proces genoemd. Eigenlijk
wordtt deze variatie veroorzaakt door variaties in de vele factoren die het
procesverloopp beïnvloeden. De variatie door speciale oorzaken ontstaat
doorr gebeurtenissen die niet voortdurend tijdens het proces optreden.
Voorbeeldenn van speciale oorzaken zijn slijtage van machine-onderdelen,
wisselendee omgevingsomstandigheden of niet correct uitgevoerde acties.
Hett is bekend dat er een omgekeerd evenredige relatie is tussen variatiee en kwaliteit; cf. Montgomery (1997). Dit betekent dat als de
variatiee kleiner wordt, dan wordt de kwaliteit beter. Als variatie alleen
doorr gewone oorzaken is teweeggebracht, dan heet het proces statistisch
beheerst.. Door in te grijpen introduceren we extra variatie die niet in
hett proces thuishoort. Reductie van procesinherente variatie vereist het
wijzigenn van het proces. Dit is echter de verantwoordelijkheid van het
management.. Als variatie door speciale oorzaken ontstaat, dan moet
directt worden ingegrepen. Het is de taak van de operators om de specialee oorzaken te elimineren. Does, Roes and Trip (1999): "Het niet
goedd begrijpen van het onderscheid tussen beide soorten variatie kan
hett verschil zijn tussen succes en mislukking".
Dee regelkaart is een belangrijk zoniet het belangrijkste statistisch
instrument,, dat wordt gebruikt om onderscheid te maken tussen procesinherentee variatie en variatie door speciale oorzaken. De regelkaart
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werdd in de jaren twintig van de vorige eeuw ontwikkeld door Walter
A.. Shewhart. Een regelkaart is een grafiek met de tijd op de horizontalee as en de kwaliteitskarakteristiek op de verticale as uitgezet. In dit
proefschriftt beperken we ons tot regelkaarten voor individuele metingen.. In de standaard-toepassingen wordt aangenomen dat de verdeling
FF van de beschouwde kwaliteitskarakteristiek normaal is, tenminste als
err enkel sprake is van procesinherente variatie. In dat geval worden de
grenzenn berekend op basis van de verwachting en de variantie van de
onderliggendee normale verdeling F.
Omdatt deze veronderstelling niet altijd terecht is, bestuderen we
regelkaartenn die niet steunen op deze aanname. In dit proefschrift
beschouwenn we het geval waarin we uit het proces de waarnemingen
Xi,X2,...Xi,X2,... ,Xk hebben verkregen. In feite kijken we alleen of de vol
gendee waarneming Xk+\ op tijdstip k + 1 dezelfde verdeling F heeft als
dee eerste k waarnemingen, of dat deze op tijdstip k + 1 is verschoven
F{--0).
naarr
Inn hoofdstuk twee hebben we een bovengrens afgeleid die gebaseerdd is op de empirische kwantielfunctie. We bewijzen dat deze bovengrenss voor eindige steekproefomvangen nietparametrisch efficiënt is
opp een subklasse van de klasse van sterk unimodale verdelingen. Vervolgenss hebben we een simulatiestudie uitgevoerd om het gedrag van
dezee nieuwe regelkaart te vergelijken met dat van een bovengrens gebaseerdd op normaliteit van de waarnemingen en met dat van de exacte
bovengrens.. De conclusie is dat onze nieuwe regelkaart beter presteert.
Tenslottee hebben we via asymptotiek de fout van de eerste soort en het
onderscheidingsvermogenn van de toets H0 : 6 = 0 versus het alternatief
HiHi : 6 > 0 vastgesteld.
Inn hoofdstuk drie hebben we een enigszins verbeterde versie van de
niett parametrische regelkaart, die gedefinieerd is in hoofdstuk 2, vergelekenn met vier traditionele regelkaarten die gebaseerd zijn op normaliteitt en met andere nietparametrische regelkaarten die gebaseerd zijn op
empirischee kwantielen, kernschatters en extreme-waarden theorie. De
Montee Carlo simulaties uit dit hoofdstuk tonen aan dat onze verbeterde
versiee de beste prestaties levert van alle voorgestelde regelkaarten. Bovendienn heeft deze kaart het voordeel dat zij gemakkelijk in het gebruik
is. .
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Inn hoofdstuk vier hebben we een scherpe bovengrens vastgesteld op
dee kans dat een stochast X kleiner is dan de onderste regelgrens of
groterr dan de bovenste regelgrens. In feite hebben we deze bovengrens
bepaaldd voor de volgende klassen van verdelingen van X: willekeurige
verdelingen,, symmetrische, unimodale en verdelingen die zowel symmetrischh als unimodaal zijn. We hebben gevonden dat als de verdeling
unimodaall is dan is de bovengrens gelijk aan 4/9 van de bovengrenzen
inn het geval van willekeurige verdelingen. Deze ongelijkheden kunnen
alss generalisaties van de Chebyshev ongelijkheid worden opgevat.
Err is in de praktijk een groot verschil tussen regelgrenzen en specificatiegrenzen.. De regelgrenzen horen intrinsiek bij het proces, terwijl de
specificatiegrenzenn extern worden bepaald. Een procesprestatie-index
iss bedoeld om te kwantificeren hoe goed een beheerst proces doet wat
hett volgens de specificatiegrenzen zou moeten doen. Juran, Gyrna en
Binghamm (1974) hebben een eerste voorstel hiervoor gedaan. In de literatuurr zijn vele procesprestatie-indices voorgesteld. De belangrijkste
wordenn genoteerd met Cp en Cpk- In hoofdstuk vijf laten we zien dat
dee standaard procesprestatie-indices geen goede indicatie geven van de
proportiee foutieve producten als de verdeling F niet normaal is. Als
alternatieff bestuderen we twee alternatieve procesprestatie-indices die
gebaseerdd zijn op artikelen van Munechika (1986) en Bai en Choi (1997).
Wee concluderen dat de procesprestatie-index gebaseerd op Munechika
(1986)) te veel corrigeert voor scheve verdelingen en dat die van Bai en
Choii (1997) deze niet genoeg corrigeert. We stellen voor om naast de genoemdee procesprestatie-indices ook de maximale proportie van foutieve
productenn te berekenen gebaseerd op de ongelijkheden uit hoofdstuk
vier. .
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